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INTRODUCTION
Incentive to undertake a study of this nature is easy
to find. One reads of investigations by others and is stimula-
ted to experiment himself, with pupils under his immediate or
remote control. He need not undertake his task with the object
or expectation of producing evidence which will be revolutionary,
He has his own methods, tried by experience, which he feels pro-
duce results of a sort. The nature of those results is in ques-
tion until he meets pupils again in classes whom he has had in
former years, noticing the complete vacuum in some where know-
ledge should exist and rather satisfying ability in others to
recall, when needed, principles formerly "taught". He is then
led to wonder just why some get and retain, and some do not. He
notices in certain cases that "intelligence" seems to have some-
thing to do with it, and again has pupils whose IQ he knows is
high but who are disappointingly mediocre in evident mathemati-
cal ability. Is it a matter of IQ, specific ability in mathe-
matics, interest and motivation, the type of material presented,
the methods by which it is taught, or combinations of these?
We cannot help but believe that it is combinations of factors.
But what combinations shall we use to get the best results? It
is by research that the answer to this question will be found.
Not research with a very few pupils as were available for this
study, but with hundreds or thousands of them. Nevertheless
investigations of this kind, if even with a few pupils, point
the way, perhaps, for those other moire comprehensive ones
tii o'n/JJ’iin eidt lo s s:isd‘'ief3£:if ot ^'rlfacre'll
3i baa aiad^o \d aiici^esx^aeyni xo abce*! on-'* «6/iIj.
io 0J- f.j'bsiarii aii aebnu aLi'^iu'i rl^n'^'
,
iXoai’^lrl ^no^iTor^a Jbu;?
^tos'^cfo Bd^ rl^jtv; i.aad’ airi 9riGc}-Tf*f>.cii; d-ofl Saeii ell .^u-i^snoo ed’^ra'i
9cf l^lN cioliiif eeaeaivt- j^rtiojjftc'iq lo *10
-vi~ ef.^?©l 9rl fioldrr fCDdol'xaixc vi , aooifj’ssi nwc airf arirl 8rl
-wSiJp nl dl c.*Jj>EQZ OQcd;}' lo w'rut®!: oiil e lo 3d-Ij„35.i ooab
fii ijcrf 3feri srf modw acF.hElo ni ri-^. clique; aJ-oom sri li^nu ncit
-.TOfLrf 6'iodu enoa n.c iirjsjesr Eo'alunoo ^jfiioiton jaTsoy lef'j.'iol
B'XOa'fJ’o ni vjllxde sui^lei^on aedti:’! 'one ^iibxo bli-ods c-]beS.
neiil 3i c?i , ‘'j line -"'icl aslqioninq ,i>ef)69.i no/lw ^ IXsoon
ell .von OD oroe Ins ,ni»3J'on &flo ^'9?i er.io3 yrdvr naonow ot f>oI
-oi'-OB 9V3»1 3.7:002 '’sonog t IXedTii ” larfd’ asaso cLtfijneo ni nseiefon
ai: 3»7on:?i oif pT eson?? nli : irq serf nioss bne ol) ol sniriJ
-id’Baoil;tar d^nobive ni enooioo^n iXjjnid'nioq-rBgid one oI»/ efuef ri^lfi
-..dd-oLi ni vcftliJs oiliooqa ,01 lo nod-d’OiH e d'i al .vd-xlldo Iso
,Dod-noaonq Isl'ieO&j'i lo oqvd- edt , noid-s^iJ on I>nc -tBcn^lni ,aeid-.-*?r.
?oeeiid‘ lo snoid’eniJir.oc no
,
dri^ued’ ai Oi rioiriw id aocrldan odd
. i'ic + 0 3l Ir. aflol d 3n.!:dkuOO ai di' dsdd o7©iIed dud qXod dennno ©-
dl dadlL'sen deod arid deg o« 5*-^ Ilcna anoid3flldi<:oo dsri?r tu?
.•^fluol od Xliw no id i ox/p al.1d od nv ana arid dsdd nen.^saon id ei
aif^d nol dXdeXisvc oe aXi :uq v/ol inwT b riddw rfcncoe-Ji doH
iaelrildneve;: . .and 1.'; a./naaevrld no adfibcne ddi?' drd ,''^^d^
dnioq ,-^.riqiJc wol c xfdini ns/a ;i ,Iniji eidd 1*^ anoidsai/a jvni
aaao eyianerfenqraoo onoci noddo aaodd ncl
,
2r'affnai tictr edd
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which are needed. They certainly do give one who goes through
the experience a better understanding of problems which will be
met and give him background which should make possible a better
piece of work when again undertaken.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND THE PROCEDURE
I THE PROBLEM
Brownell says (12)i/ that perhaps the greatest need in
education is careful studies of learning. Conclusions of other
men who are leaders in the field of secondary school mathematics
bear out the need for these studies. Mallory says (33) that
many studies show what any teacher knows, that large numbers of
pupils after studying algebra for a year cannot perform the
simplest operations correctly. This would seem to show, he says
the waste of both the pupils* and the teachers* time, and to
indicate the necessity for some departure from such wasteful
methods. J.B. and J.S. Orleans write (41) **An evaluation of
test norms in the case of high school mathematics would show
that the average achievement of pupils at the end of a year’s
instruction in algebra or geometry is exceedingly meagre. In
view of the amount of time and energy spent by the pupils and
the opportunities that they should have for learning and devel-
opment, it would seem essential to deteimine the procedures by
which learning can be improved, assuming that pupils who study
the academic subject should learn them efficiently. The expend-
iture of public money for the purposes of high school education
alone would justify this contention, entirely apart from the
consideration of the pupils for whom the schools exist,**
The Problem . This thesis is a study to attempt to
1/ (12) reads **item 12 in the bibliography.**
I H.
iijn CT'A 3T
:£nr i
fli d-e&Jee^is 3 rr5:*'iog •.rit
\I Bv LS.om^o'i^
'Torino 'to --:£!oiai':onoO .-itiircflaX *io 3eidi;^a Jjjle*reo ai aci^soL'X^e
aciitiicafi^fam Ico.^03 vi8fj/:ro9S lo blei^t oilt nX ciobraX eis oit>7 nan
(SS) 3-/93 Y'ToIia:: .uaiax/^3 eeaad- lo'i iaen j-L^c reed
szedrum e^zel
,
2^fofDi zdfio 2P& vno &ailw frorie BoX&i/le ’[-ni:!"
-oxfd' M/rolioq ^onriBo rcex ® rrivJbif^a *xo^ia SLxqi/q
ir^ez orf ,r.cxfa ocf ..aoa oXjjoh sirfT . os'i'xoo ancii’C'ioqo jaalqmxr:
c? X>nf! ' 3ia:^os6 d- op:& Jbns 'a.Lxqxfq orCd- lo ed-aaf* 9xio
lule^esR’ rfoua ncrJ a'iijj"r3jef> eirjoe rol -^^xxaeoon sxl? 9wi?oj:oxii
'io i:c2i’3i;X'‘V8 n.'.” (X^) 9*X'iv; aaseXTO bna .‘X.T* »''bod^ez
woila blz'O^ aoXd’sneri^arfl Xoor'aa fXgid “to asao ni aci'ion ^ae«
a’lp-o-c 9 “io boo Oiiyf SB zllrrjjq lo i’nsn^vsXdos egaisYa oriJ ^cxld
nl ,0T^c9in vX;3iu£)^.‘90X€ ai Y^rsnoog *ro Brides
X
b nX noi^ouiXanJ
fine aXigL'i add’ yo Xnaga *10 dnuoinc eriS to vrel^.
-loveX) X>na snin'iaeX ro'l ovad i>In:rfa SbbS uetSXaLSroqqo eAi
Ycl 'dcrijDoeorq eil-^ esilzneSeb oS XalXiisaao ?ns9a XXj.'ow Ji jiriciiqc
'lbir:z c!i\7 zllJuq Ssi!S jiiiXxiu/eaa ^ '^:rro/:qraX ed nso snXmaaX rfaldT
-bitoqxo er*l . morf^f flineX b
L
joiIb Xos’^Jx/a oitne^eos erld
flwXj po;jbe Xoodos lo reso ^rvq odS rol otXdxrq 9'iu^J
a.icf -T.oii Szsqc. YieiiXnr3 ,noiXrt9Xftoo airiX xltSsiJi'^ bZiXivr onoX:
”
.
"aiia cXooilce ad;t fflo/lw 3:o‘X aX;'ti;q odj lo noxj e/rsfexenoj
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determine, through the use of objective data, whether there Is
evidence that any one of three specified methods of teaching a
first course in algebra is best for the upper half of the class
in ability, and whether any one is best for the lower half in
ability.
II THE METHOD
Courtis (15) calls controlled experimentation the
most reliable method man has yet invented for securing decisive
information in regard to the effect of any cause, and Brownell
says (12) that the control-group technique, properly conceived
and properly employed, with full awareness of its complexities
and its peculiar difficulties, is not and cannot be too popular
as a method of solving educational problems* ”The control-grouj
technique is the one most readily understood as exemplifying the
scientific approach* It is the scientific method, par excell-
ence* It is the method encountered in other branches of scien-
tific endeavor* It has reputation. In it the law of the single
variable stands out in clear relief, as it does in the case of
none of the other research methods of education. Its ready in-
telligibility, its apparent simplicity, and the conclusiveness
of the results to be had through its use recommend it with
special force to the research worker." We are warned, however,
by the same man, against assuming any study in which the controI[j-
group method is utilized to be a valuable contribution, while
other research techniques are of questionable worth, and studies^
made through their agency are to be disregarded. He calls
3i o'larfd- T[£>;;j-0ilrr lo esu odJ- d^void^ .ealm'zol'c
c snirio^st 'io abode sti bel'tioe^TQ ee'rd& lo eno \:rtn tarfd’ aons&j:^
seals 9*'!^ “io lX«rf leqqu od^ zo’l jaed cl sidogls nl oatCjLrno +aij
nl llerf -is'.vol oril zo’t taed si 9no vns -roxllsilY; 6ns ; f
."lli-lC
aOJiTJ^d -LT.T II
ifdd actfr.dart.nitzo jxe DelXc'iln&o cXXao :f^X} sioii/oC
evssio^b aniii-oas btlnsviii 1©\: sen nem bodJoitt •dCdLif.az l3<
IConr.'O'rH Juia ,oeu30 yne lo ^oelle srfi ol bz'j^oz at no! lar^iTcli
cevlQor.oo vXrrdqoTcr ,9ifpinrfo9t quoir- Conlnoo ©rfl lerfl (SX; sys
sol&ixelq.'wc cli lo eaono*2:-^W3 Ilijl ,;)oYoXqiQe yXioqc-xq l)f
TsXijqoq ooJ- od lonnno jue qon si , '^-^ilXi,'oillii> -lEiX' oeq ed-i l>x:
IXi'CTo-Xcilnoo Sill” .a.:sXcfoiq l8no2doou.ee ^xilvXos lo boddeai s e
Bfid 3fll'^£iXq,-9X6 se XjoojE rif yllbaez lao^r t?nc 9x11 si oi/pixoloe
-Ileoxb isq ,i)Oiil32i ollilcaioa ©ril 3i II .doao-xqqB oililaolc
-nsioe lo codouazd zoddo al bezodnucoue bcdloui add al dT .osx
sXanis add lo ttbI orfl 11 nT .noiJnluqsi asd -II ,zov 3obce oili
Ic oeno oAd ul o3ob dl ae ,lsllci ToeXo r;i Ijjo s!)Xiala eXo'si^xs
~ ybaaz adl . .icll'^ojbe lo aboddem dozo:'a:z lorldo eJd lo one
saon9YicijXo:ico ai'i-t r nc ,yliolIqr;i 3 laEiaqnB adl tydllldl \2 Lf.e
ddlw dl bno.xiioooz oau edi d^sjozdd bod ed od adlusoz odd 1
fTovenod ^boaz?v,' eza a" '*,zeA'io^r iozoeziz edd cd ooiol Xaiosr-
‘ loTLlnoo aud dotdv nt yLi.de yrw ^^zl’jweaB danlaer
^
eci e'-.-.oo oed y
oXiil.r ,.Kiludi*x • floo olcfooXw e cd bastlldu ei boddeto :,ucz
loiouis 1)110
,
idzcK Gldaacldaaijp lo ezo aoupxadoed doieeaoT zodd
a XI 'SO 0"^ .^8 5*1630IS if) sd od r*is yorto^e TlsiW riax/c’iiii oba
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attention to some *»neglected safeguards”; (1) the control-or
check-group must bo given a fair chance so far as the experi-
mental factor is concerned* (2) The investigator should note
various types of change and improvement which take place in the
group. Although these indirect outcomes may be unobserved, they
may actually be of much greater significance for the guidance
of educational practice than some sli^t advantage found for the
experimental group. (3) Investigators are prone to rely too
completely upon the scores secured through the use of standard-
ized tests.
"Careful investigation," continues Brownell, "by the
control-group method, the same as careful investigation by all
research methods, calls for sagacity and insight in the inter-
pretation of measures. The routine calculations of medians and
coefficients of correlation is not a substitute for what I have
in mind, although the substitution is attempted often enough.
One has to live with his problem, suffer with it, even pray over
it if he is to be capable of utilizing his measures to the limit
of their value. But until he has come to grips with his
problem in this intensely intimate way, whatever else he may be
doing he is not engaged in research and his control-group exper-
iment is the most formal of gestures."
The method employed in this investigation was of the
control-group type. The rotation technique, defined by Tiegs
(53:104)i/ as "simply two or more procedures applied in rotation
3/ (53:104) reads "page 104 in item number 53 of the
— blhliography. » -
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•io-ioid-.ico odi- (X) ly.Qn” oaos cd- ixcid-ne^d’s
-i-isaxo ed) z& c3 eauodo li^'x s aoTla 9cf Jaaa -doedo
s^on bijjcda acrtcs^tcraevai orf^ vS) .becieocoo 2 i: io^obI Xed-xi-^in
0i{v .'1 9C 3,'.'^ oj-srf’ doJrilw irio;ii&vo'i'£tni 6fls ogucrfo “lo si^c
I'xcv
,ii9V'i©edoni/ tsd BOjrcoJuo to3*iJ:5fli jaarfjt li^uoxlalA * tfois
oonsMif? oxfw *103; eoji.iCi'linsia lede^is dotrn lo ea' Yllsiii^oc ysia
odd- TOl bax/o'i ose^aflv^a d rigUs e::o2 nfixid ooJtd-uoii Isnc idaouit* \o
oct O'J' 0£1O’Z(j 61S a'rod'egid-Qova"^ ’ .qix>*ig Xajaf^ai'sf rx?-0
-S'lc^acd's lo aeu end’ ligncifio beiLosa aa-iooa add’ noji;
.•^d-eed Sssi
odd-
,
fir CA'ci? aeuaxdnoo * ^idsf vax Ii'leasO"
Xl3 v^d noUasUaovai es qp -s odt ,i>oadem (ijOTg- Coidnoc
-todrii ©rid- nl dxl^'.ieni on'» yoxoagae lOx sXXeo .Eoofidsni doncoeodi
oae ansiJbea “Ic aacidnlrolt-o aaidjjoi od’* . 20iiia»0i-u to r:old-ad--ji<;
ovofl I d-Bil.'.* lot ed’i/d’ Ad-^Jro a d’c.i el arid ©/.©-itoo to sd-^iaioittoor
, '•^uoao iipd-to oad- rT.“-©d‘d’ s p.x nold-L'd xiracfo^ edd ilgaoX'd-Xe ,f):iU xu
*i'jYO yx^'icr jidv^ tdl ddi>f lettUQ ,nj©XdoT[-.'' Bill xid" 1^ ©Vj.X Ov aod sitC
dl.-ull add' od ae'iJJBf^Ti elxl gni?;Uldif to ©Xd3-r^>® -•
olxi iidxJT 3<il*Vs S'*' >3sd 9x1 Xxdxiir di/S . . • • •^uXa*/ 'ti.**dd’ x<
od can e;f aal© iBYediidw ,y3y ©d-ijmldxii -^slesftsdal axdd al .-'.eXdo'i;
-*to<ixo (jifoig-Xoidrico slil nxis XiOtBern*! al Xiegegns don 3x ©d ^nlo.
indses to Xc2,‘iot dsoni add- si fite-n.
arid to sow noldagl otVii: B-^.rid xil i>o^joXt?r.e ooddcui oxl?
Q^elZ' ’:d Saaltof) ,oi;plnriO0d nuldc;! c*i orit .nq^d iriH.-i:s-Xc'ivao
noldsdoT Gi xa«U';'?B ssiL'I)90O'rq ©‘ion to owd ^Iqsis** an \£.(XiX:oc
oxid to r.c i»dawrt g1 t^CX o^sq” ebt?= KXr^.o) \X
^
i T *it t::^ r
''
1 —
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to the subject on which the study is to be made”, was used.
Three methods of instruction, about which more is said in a
later chapter, were used in rotation.
Time . The experiment continued thirty weeks, divided
into three separate studies of ten weeks each.
Rotation Plan . The first ten weeks one of the two
algebra classes used was taught by the recitation method and
the second class by the supervised study technique. The second
ten weeks, the first class taught by the unit method was matched
against the second taught by the recitation plan. During the
third period, the first group was taught by supervised study
and the second by the unit plan. The following table gives the
same information.
First ten weeks Second ten weeks Third ten weeks
Group A Recitation Unit Supervised study
Group B Supervised study Recitation Unit
Matching . Pupils were matched, as is explained later,
on bases both of IQ scores and of scores on an algebra prognosis
test. Eqiiating was done for the upper and lower halves of the
groups in ability on both bases of matching.
Measurement of Results . Results of instruction during
the ten week periods were measured in gains of mean scores for
each group on three separate tests and coiDpared in terms of
differences of mean gains in terms of standard deviations.
More detailed information will be found in Chapter VI.
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CHmER II
SIMIIAR INVESTIGATIONS
This chapter contains brief reports of investigations
similar in some details to that of the writer, with a summary
of the findings at the end.
Hunziker (26) found the daily recitation plan superior
to the supervised study plan in teaching algebra. Neither plan
is peculiarly favorable for the more or less capable group.
Stallard and Douglass (49) experimenting with the long
unit plan vs the divided period plan, used two pairs of equated
sections of ninth grade algebra. One jjair was of boys and girls
with IQ’s from 105 to 131 (ave.115.6) and the other pair of boys
and girls with IQ’s from 93 to 118 (ave. 105.6). Of the two
superior sections the long unit group gained a total of 197
points to 170 gained by the daily divided group, an average
superiority per pupil of 1.1 points, or 16 percent. This was
1.9 times the standard error of the difference which was .60
and the chances were 3 in 100 that it was due to error. Of the
two average sections, the daily divided period group had a
slight superior average gain of .42 points, or 7 percent* The
chances were 17 in 100 that it was due to error. They conclude
that the large \init plan used was superior to the daily divided
period plan with superior pupils, but that -ttiere was no signifi-
cant difference in the case of pupils of average ability.
”These results are at slight variance only with the findings of
other investigators who, with the exception of Hunziker find
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results favorable to large units with average or representative
as well as superior pupils, Williams found with sections in
second year algebra that a modified form of the Winnetka con-
tract plan was superior."
Gadske (22) reports on an experiment conducted for
one year with 23 pairs of matched pupils using the unit method
and "conventional group" method* He says there was "some indi-
vidual instruction as the school had one-hour periods." His
results favor the experimental (unit) method with a gain of 11,7
points, standard error 3,37, on one test given at the end of the
first semester and a gain of 7,6 points, standard error 1,96, on
the test given at the end of the second semester.
Breed (8) quotes Breslich as reporting results from a
study in the University High School of the University of Chicago
with two comparable classes in first-year algebra, one of which
was given supervised study without home work, the other home
work without supervised study.
1, There was slight average gain for supervised study,
2, Poor students profited particularly by it.
3, The experimental data seemed to warrant a definite
statement to the effect that good students evidently lost by it.
Breed’s article (8) deals principally with an investi-
gation conducted in several schools under the sponsorship of
the Michigan Schoolmasters’ Club, The results of the investiga-
tion lead to the following conclusions:
1, On the basis of average results for whole classes,
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supervised study of the type tested was slightly less efficient
in first-year algebra.
2. Supervised study of the kind tested facilitated
the progress of the poorer pupils, and to a correspondingly
greater degree retarded the progress of the brighter pupils.
3. The divided- and double-period plans should not
be urged for general adoption in secondary schools until their
efficiency is more clearly demonstrated.
4. The technique of supervising the study of the
poorer pupils needs to be improved, a technique of supervising
the study of the bri^ter pupils needs to be developed.
Brown and Worthington (11) report an experiment spon-
sored by the Department of High School Principals of the South-
ern Wisconsin Teachers* Association. One group had a class
period of sixty minutes in which the supervised study plan was
employed. The other class had a period forty-five minutes long
in which the usual recitation method was used. Both classes
were tau^t by the same teacher. Conclusions: the algebra
classes showed rather definitely that greater progress was made
in the supervised study group.
Shibles (47) found the upper half of the group in
ability showed a favorable trend toward the unit method. The
lower half showed a slight trend that way, with the recitation
method closely following. In the group as a whole, the super-
vised procedures (unit and supervised study) showed up to a
slight advantage. ”The study disclosed to those involved in the
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experiment the great possibilities of the supervised procedure
and the unit method in the teaching of ninth grade algebra in
comparison to the recitation procedure.”
Stokes (50) carried on an experiment through a period
of two and one-half years. The experimental group was taught
by a technique which embodied basically the fundamental princi-
ples of the Winnetka Technique and also some of the principles
of the unit type of supervised study in operation in the Univ-
ersity of Chicago Laboratory Schools, He concludes:
1, The normal pupil under individualized instruction
may attain the same standard of success as other normal pupils
under group instruction, or even a better one, and do it in one
and one-half months less time,
2, The slow pupil under individualized instruction
can really learn algebra, he may surpass the attainments of
other slow pupils and in some instances may equal or surpass
the standards established by the thousands who were selected at
random for the purpose of giving the investigator a measuring
instrument, and he may do it in one and one-half months less
time.
Barton (2) worked with two groups of eleven pupils
each equated on bases of chronological age and IQ,, One group
got group instruction only in methods of solving problems. The
other group got individual instruction from the teacher. He
concludes that the group discussion method of teaching problem-
solving in first-year algebra to pupils normal or above the
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average in intelligence is superior to the individual assign-
ment method.
Summary . With pupils of above average ability the
unit plan was found better twice, the recitation plan once.
With pupils of average ability, the unit plan was ahead three
times, the supervised study or divided period ahead once and
the recitation method twice. With pupils below average in
ability the unit method was ahead twice and the supervised
study plan ahead twice. To put it another way, these investi-
gations reported favored the unit plan seven times, the super-
vised study procedure three times and the recitation method
three times.
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CHAJPTSR III
DISCUSSION OF TEACHING METHODS EMPLOYED
This chapter presents a discussion of the three
methods of teaching used in this study, making possible a com-
parison of the three plans. The methods employed were:
I The Supervised Study Plan, II The Unit Plan, and III The
Recitation Plan.
At the end of the chapter are listed the controlled
variables which affect the results obtained with the respective
methods. The material on the methods explains the extent to
which these variables occur under each plan.
I SUPERVISED STUDY PLAN
Breslich (9) defines supervised study as "studying in
the class room under the direction of the teacher, under physi-
cal and psychological conditions most favorable for study, each
pupil acquiring information independently, attaining mastery of
the subject matter, and developing proper habits of study."
Douglass (17:106) has supervised study in the broadest sense
including "the whole of the teacher’s activities, assignments,
explanations, discussions, testing and all." Kilzer (29:3) says
supervised study should be used whenever the pupil needs encour-
agement, wise guidance, and assistance in his learning activi-
ties." Shreve (48) has it ttiat "in each case the pupil pursued
the teacher instead of the teacher pursuing the pupil, as is
usual under the traditional plan."
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The method of conducting classes under the supervised
study plan has many forms. Kilzer (29:106-115) describes the
following: the Batavia Plan, the Divided-Period Plan, the Double
Period, the Daily Extra Period, the Conference Plan, the Oppor-
tunity Period, the Weekly Supervised Study Plan, the Alternate
Period Plan, the Study-Coach or Unass igned-Teacher Plan, the
Study-Hall Plan, the Graduated Plan, the Springfield Plan, the
Shifting Period, the Unassigned Lesson and the Pueblo Plan.
The plan employed in this study was that of the Divided-Period.
Approximately one-half of the forty-four minute period was spent
in recitation and discussion and the remainder of the time
devoted to study. It was realized that much of the evidence is
opposed to supervised study technique being used with periods
as short as ours. Kilzer (29:107-114) says it most commonly has|
a length of from sixty to ninety minutes but also reports some
schools having forty minute periods. Willett (56) reports as
one of the characteristics of the Columbia Plan of the Univer-
sity of Missouri High School that the class hour is divided into
three distinct parts: (a) the recitation twenty minutes or less;
(b) class study twenty five minutes or more; (c) assignment five
minutes. Breslich (9) states that the question of the amount of
time to be used for supervised study is an important one. Some
favor a division of the period, allotting a definite number of
minutes to each of the various activities to be carried on.
Others favor the double period as the best plan, and still other|f
advocate a lengthened period e.g. a ninety-minute period. Then
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he reports Hall-Quest saying the class period should be length-
ened to about fifty minutes and that the bulk of the period
should be devoted to study and not recitation. Nevertheless, in
view of the fact that our length of period is not an uncommon
one, and the method of supervised study is one which is under-
going considerable experimentation, it was felt that any inves-
tigation with the method in a period only forty-four minutes
long would be effort profitably expended.
The next matter for consideration was that of the div-
ision of the period into recitation and supervised study.
Opinion on the matter has already been reported above. There
are many others, Kilzer (29:107) reports that the most common
division is approximately half the time for study and the other
half for review, recitation and assignment combined, and
Douglass (17:114) agrees that for the divided period this
fundamental principle must be kept in mind, that on the average
at least one half of the time must be given over to some form
of supervised study, But says Kilzer (29:107) further on
Modern methods of teaching are not in accord with the plan that
divides each period more or less equally as indicated above be-
cause various steps in the teaching cycle demand widely differ-
ent allotments of time in general and in treating certain units
or courses* To quote Breslich (9) to curtail the teaching time
at a moment when the class is just beginning to understand or to
interrupt assimilation before mastery is attained is a mistake.
Teachers and pupils dislike an arbitrary time limit. The
-•tV
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author, with his classes, devoted one-half the time, on an aver-
age, to recitation and the other half to supervised study, and
he tried not to be guilty of "curtailing” the teaching too soon.
At least enough time every day was given for study to allow the
pupils to get the advance assignment under way before leaving,
but teaching did not stop until he felt the pupils were suffi-
ciently prepared to proceed with the new work.
Douglass (17:115-116) gives the reasons why in the
divided period plan study should precede recitation as: (a) stu-
dents study with more vigor and enthusiasm, (b) such a plan
insures proper proportion of the class hour being devoted to
study. His reasons for reversing the procedure are: (a) a pupil
has only to prepare for a recitation a few minutes in the future
instead of preparing for recall twenty-four hours ahead,
(b) pupils are tempted to leave all preparation to the study
period. As a result of a test conducted by Douglass (17:115-116
in American History, there is justification for the opinion that
it makes no difference which part of the period precedes. But
in the case of algebra he reports (19) that results consistently
favor the Recitation-Study sequence. He says in the same arti-
cle that it is likely that assignments in form subjects, and
particularly in mathematics are usually of such a nature that
the student profits most by beginning work on them as soon after
the work is explained as possible and by beginning under super-
vision and with help at hand.
The Recitation-Study sequence was used by the author
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in this investigation.
"The most serious danger of supervised study" says
Davis (16:25) "is that of pauperizing those who are being helped],
It requires great skill to discover which pupils need personal
assistance, and which should be refused help. As a rule pupils
should not be permitted to ask for aid, since some put forth no
effort which could be shifted. Unless supervised study like all
other forms of teaching technique is gradually making pupils
independent of their instructors it is not accon?)lishing its
purpose." In spite of the above criticism, the author encour-
aged pupils to come for assistance, but realizing the above
mentioned danger, the kind of assistance given was tempered.
And another pitfall he believes was avoided when he was careful
in not allowing a few pupils to monopolize his time. "The need
of understanding the problem of individual differences is perhapj^
more urgent in supervising the study of mathematics than in any
other subject," says Hall-Quest (23:303-4). "The teacher can
easily become a drill-master and nothing more. By industrious
preparation of every assignment, employing a variety of texts,
periodicals, mathematical puzzles, and by seeking ever original
problems among pupils themselves, much of the inevitable monot-
ony can be relieved. Whenever a principle can be illustrated
in practical application this should be done, for reasoning can
employ reality just as well as symbols or theoretical situations
It is, moreover fundamental to know what difficulties the pupils
have and why they have them. Deal with symptoms and causes -
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not with ideal mentality."
Willett (56) gives reasons why supervised study is
needed. The feeling that high school is for all adolescents
regardless of ability and future vocational and avocational
interest has furnished the high schools with new pupil groups
of more widely varying abilities and interests. He takes the
following from Hall-Quest, (a) There are fewer children in the
family and the older do not help the younger, (b) The modern
city home or flat is not arranged with a view to home study.
(c) People are drawn to crowded city districts with their many
"attractions" as distractions, (d) The intricate social life
of the adolescent of today interferes materially with efficient
home study, (e) Individual differences in pupils* abilities
cannot be dealt with successfully without supervision of their
lesson preparation. He quotes Parker: (a) Poor students fail to
profit by recitation and home study, (b ) Precisely measured
experimental investigations show that supervised study improves
the work of students, (c) The physical conditions and routine
of study can be regulated. He reports Allen as of the opinion
that (a) Hi^ school pupils do not on an average devote in and
out of school much more than thirty minutes to the preparation
of a lesson; (b) pupils who need most to establish proper study
habits come largely from homes that fail to encourage or make
possible such habits; (c) the slower pupils, in mathematics con-
ducted on the no-home-study plan, do better work than those in
classes conducted on the home-study plan.
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”The technique of supervised study is really very
simple” says Breslich (9) "after the lesson has been taught and
after a brief oral test has been given to determine whether the
pupils have caught the idea and have grasped the principle to
be assimilated, the class begins work at once on the assignment., .
If it is found that a number of the pupils, besides the few who
will always have difficulty, are unable to get started, or if
some unexpected difficulty or general misunderstanding inter-
feres with progress, all the pupils should be asked to stop.
Further teaching may be needed or a few suggestions or some
additional directions.” Failure to make a quick survey to note
this difficulty may cause much waste of time. Throughout the
remainder of the period the teacher should make but brief com-
ments to the pupils. Some pupils are encouraged; some are
praised; others criticized for bad habits of study, careless
written work and uneconomical use of time. It offers excellent
opportunity for teaching pupils how to study, which is one of
the principle functions of high school.
Hall-Quest says (23:292-296) the papers should be
graded carefully in class by the teacher reading the correct
solutions and the pupils correcting their own or one another’s
papers. Special difficulties may then be selected, and pupils
having special difficulties should be sent to the board or
grouped in a corner for individual instruction. The remainder
of the class according to groups may be assigned additional
problems or given assignments in practical applications, sugges-
bnp.
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ted by themselves or by the teacher* If the pupils can be stim-
ulated to contribute original problems, the teacher will have
almost reached an ideal supervised study period.
Some suggestions in which the pupils should be given
training are: (a) paying close attention; (b) beginning work
promptly; (c) good reading habits; (d) sustained application and
concentrated effort; (e) asking the ri^t kind of questions; (f)
correct critical attitude; (g) clean cut and neat writing; (h)
effective reviewing; (i) making ready use of devices. The teach|f
er should keep in mind that (a) every pupil must be provided
with complete equipment with which to work; (b) the teacher must
not become too engrossed in the efforts of one pupil, or in a
few pupils, while the others waste time and the class suffers;
(c) pupils must not get too much help or they will never become
independent; (d) special devices must be worked out for giving
help. If the pupil »s difficulty is due to poor reading he may
be asked to read again, reconstruct a sentence, or look up the
meaning of a word* He must be given time to think. However,
when it becomes apparent that with the best effort a pupil can-
not do the work, he deserves more help than a question or a
suggestion. In addition to the above, Morrison (38) would have
the teacher (a) check on psychological factors (mental ability);
(b) attend to psychophysical traits, such as sight, hearing,
neural reactions, nutrition, and other physical maladies; (c)
find out who are the capable loiterers who can work, but who
will not do it, finding out why they won’t work; (d) attend to
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emotional factors, detecting and studying them, consulting the
principal and other teachers; (e) insist upon mastery of subject
matter; (f) when mastery has been attained permit the pupil to
do something else that is provided for in the line of supple-
mentary subjects; (g) observe and list, check carelessness and
correct it.
Strictly mathematical study habits to be developed,
according to Carter (13), are, (a) the habit of making a mental
summary of what is given and what is to be found; (b) the habit
of getting and holding in mind the conditions of the problem in
general terms; (c) the habit of deciding what will have to be
found before it will be possible to obtain the required answer;
(d) the habit of deciding before making the computation, what
to do with a particular answer when obtained; (e) the habit of
deciding the kind of units in which the answer is to be express-
ed; (f) the habit of deciding whether the answer seems reason-
able before going throu^ with the actual proof; (g) the habit
of proving the answer in the original problem instead of in the
equations, Hall-Quest (23:292-96) would have us note the fol-
lowing errors or difficulties common in mathematics (a) wrong
signs; (b) mistakes in elementary processes of addition, sub-
traction, etc; (c) misreading of prob3.ems, such as omitting or
adding words; (d) inability to visualize the conditions or
"stage setting" of the problem; (e) impatience if the answer is
not correct the first time; (f) too many problems to solve; (g)
inability to transfer the processes of a model example to other
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problems; (h) carelessness in cop7ing figures or terms; (i)
i
hasty work resulting in neglect of terms; (j) groups working to-
gether depending upon the bri^t ones. Judd (27:120-121) would
have us note (a) failure to keep in mind a long series of prin-
ciples necessary to guide in manipulating the signs of different
quantities; (b) failure to see the various familiar combinations;
(c) failure to try experiments in rearrangement of quantities;
(d) errors due to seeking to economize by trying to do too much
"in the head."
After the foregoing survey of idiat constitutes proper
methods in supervised study we might well be inclined to disa-
gree with Breslich^s opinion that the technique "is really very
simple" and agree with him ?dien he says (9) "supervised study
i
is a greater physical strain on the teacher than the traditional
recitation period. The teacher who considers the supervised
study period a time of rest in which to dispose of minor cleri-
|
cal tasks, or to read the morning paper, will accomplish nothing.
The progress of every pupil has to be watched; every one’s needsj
attended to. At no time during the period should a teacher busy
himself with work other than that of directing pupils."
For a change, in closing this review, let us look at '
I
supervised study from the point of view of the pupil. Brown and
I
Worthington (11) as a result of an investigation reported else- !
I
'
where in this thesis, give the following coimnents by pupils on
supervised study, (a) Unfavorable: it wastes time of bright
j
pupils; it requires more outside study; it is tiresome; the
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pupils do not think for themselves; the teachers use most of the
period for recitation; there is more talking and other distrac-
tion than in study halls; the time is too short, which means
you have part of all your lessons to prepare at home, (b) Fav-
orable: it makes possible a better preparation of lessons; the
pupils get a good start as to method of work; the teachers are
able to give needed help; the pupils get more out of it; it
saves time; it does away with distractions of large study hall;
it aids applications; pupils always study their lessons and
therefore have no excuse for not knowing them; interest is de-
veloped; there is little home work to do; it provides definite
time for study; study helps are given.
The author in conducting his classes by the supervised
study method was guided by the information contained in the
above summary. Briefly the outline of procedure was: First
half of the period (a) checking papers; (b) recitation, includ-
ing informal discussion of day’s work; (c) testing; (d) clari-
fication of difficulties; (e) motivation and explanation of
assignment. Second half (a) observing work; (b) giving indivi-
dual aid and correcting errors; (c) testing; (d) fostering
group work; (e) aiding in developing better study habits.
II UNIT PLAN
For a treatment of the Unit Plan as used in this the-
sis, the reader is referred to Shibles (47). The author has
borrowed freely from his material. For the information of any-
one reading this report his major reference (6) is included in
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the bibliography at the end of the thesis.
The unit method is one in which are contained elements
from (a) the Morrison Plan; (b) the Dalton Plan; (c) the Winnet-
ka plan; (d) the contract method; (e) the project method; (f)
the method of differentiated assignments and various modifica-
tions of one or another of these* Morrison advocates these
five steps in the teaching procedure, (a) exploration, (b) pre-
sentation, (c) assimilation, (d) organization and (e) recitation
The exploration period is to be used in ascertaining the know-
ledge of pupils prior to their being taught* The presentation
period is to make possible a preview of the unit "through direct
convincing oral presentation." This step is followed by the
assimilation period where the class is organized into a study
room. The better students may do supplementary work, make oral
reports, or contribute in general to the group* Following this
period comes the organization period where the material is
organized into "a coherent and logical argument and not merely
an exhibition of facts."
The whole plan requires the construction by the teach-
ers of guide sheets for each unit. The nature of the materials
of algebra make it necessary to maintain a certain sequence in
the presentation of the units* Some text book should be follow-
ed. The author, in constructing his units, followed the order
contained in Betz* "Algebra for Today - First Course" (4) which
was the text used by both classes throughout the year*
The fundamental parts of the unit used in this study
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were: (a) directions for study, (b) references, (c) supplement-
ary work, (d) outline of minimum and maximum essentials, (e)
tentative time schedule* As to time schedule, no hard and fast
rule was followed, but in general each assignment was planned
to be of proper material and length for the work of one day*
The pupils were encouraged strongly to keep up to schedule, but
work was accepted and credited as long as it was handed in with-
in the time limit set for the unit.
The teaching steps under the unit procedure consisted
of (a) introduction to the unit, (b) individual work periods,
(c) periods of class discussion, (d) testing period* The in-
troductory step served primarily to give the pupil a preview of
the unit and to arouse his interest* It also served as an
opportunity to diagnose individual needs and to determine the
pupils^ knowledge about the unit* The elements entering into
the introductory step were (a) class discussion, (b) explanation
of purpose and content of the unit, (c) preview of the unit
assignment sheet, (d) oral questioning* In most cases one per-
iod was sufficient for the introduction and motivation* In the
case of graphs, more time was needed, owing to the amount and
variety of material contributed by the class for a preview of
the field*.
After the presentation of the unit and preparation for
procedure, almost the entire class time was devoted to work on
the pert of the pupils singly at their seats or in small groups.
Work was occasionally interrupted for the presentation of a
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problem or suggestion either by pupils or teacher. Quizzes were
administered occasionally as a check on progress. If the nature
of the material made it necessary, a few minutes at the begin-
ning of the period were used in an explanation of the advance.
But in the main, the class was a place of individual work under
the supervision of the teacher, guided by the principles of
supervised study set forth in the authors treatment of that
method.
in RECITATION PLAN
The recitation plan as used during this investigation
differs in one respect from the two plans previously treated
in that the pupils had absolutely no time during the period for
study or for working on assignment. Under this method, the
instructor endeavored to maintain the traditional recitation
scheme of conducting his class. The advance assignment was
given and explained at the beginning of the period. Papers of
the previous assignment were collected, questions on or solu-
tions to problems asked of pupils. These solutions were either
given orally or written on the board. At this point occurred
the only individual instruction given, but this was considerable
and provoked many contributions from members of the class,
either in the form of questions or supplementary suggestions
and criticism. No conscious effort was made by the instructor
to ^motivate” but all the time was used for discussion, answer-
ing questions, give-and-take criticism and comment etc. which
the pupils by their interest and natural curiosity showed they

could, from the point of view of the teacher, profitably use.
It was traditional in the respects mentioned above, but if of-
fered advantages not found in the unit method and to a lesser
degree in the supervised study method.
Douglass (17:7) lists the following advantages of the
recitation method (a) It permits the introduction of material
not found in the text-book; (b) the superiority of the human
voice over the printed page as a medium of conveying thought
contributes to effectiveness; (c) It permits of an inflection
and emphasis which serve to give meaning and emphasis to words
and ideas, in a manner impossible to the printed page; (d) mat-
erial may be better adapted to age, instincts, interest, and
the vocabulary of the class, and to the organization and problem
of the subject matter being studied; (e) often it saves time
which would otherwise be spent by pupils in searching for the
appropriate material; (f) It permits of Judicious selection,
where there is need for limiting the amount of material to be
considered by the pupils; (g) there is provided opportunity for
pupils to raise questions at the time they occur vdiich is not
possible except when the work is being carried on in a super-
vised study period; (h) It furnishes an opportunity for pupils
to "hear” correct English and experience a model for their
"own telling," in or out of the school room. This method of
"telling" as Douglass calls it he says (17:7) is used in the
German elementary schools, of whose effectiveness so much has
been said.
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The disadvantages of the recitation method as given by
Douglass (17:243-248) are (a) there is lack of co-operative
effort. The responsibility of each pupil is not to the group
but to the teacher. The relation is that of pupil-teacher
rather than that of pupil-group; (b) such a procedure does not
guarantee pupil responsibility. There is lacking that enthusi-
asm and keenness and seriousness of purpose which characterizes
the youngster when engaged in the promotion of some activity for
which he feels responsible; (c) perfunctory school work is a
natural result. The goal is to satisfy the arbitrary demand
imposed by the teacher; (d) wrong pupil-teacher attitudes are
set up. The teacher becomes identified with the labor involved
in the preparation of the daily lesson. He is a task master;
(e) there is inadequate opportunity for training in initiative,
originality, expression, and judgment; (f) there is low level of
interest and attention, Morrison (37:35-65) contends that the
daily assignment, lesson learning, and the recitation of lessons
are conducive to "half-learning”, to the "get by" attitude, and
to perverted pupil attitudes of various kinds.
Summary , These three methods differ in the matter of
individual pupil aid. Under the unit and supervised study meth-
ods the pupil had individual instruction while and before he waa
doing the work, not after as in the recitation method. Oppor-
tunity was available to a large extent for open discussion,
questioning, comments, criticism etc, in the recitation method,
j
to a lesser degree in the supervised study method and very
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little in the unit plan. The same assignments were used in the
two classes participating in the experiment, but in the unit
plan, the pupils could work at their own rate if they desired
as long as the material was handed in before the end of the time
set, since they had the assignments sometimes for three weeks
ahead* Under the supervised study and recitation plans only
one day's work was given out at a time. The quiz program was
the same under all three methods and was used as a check on
learning. Reviews given at the end of a unit, which in this
study was a chapter in the text (4) were the same under all
three methods.
Controlled variables . The controlled variables in
the experiment were (a) the amount and nature of individual and
group aid; (b) the time used for open class discussion, recita-
tion and board work; (c) the conscious motivation under the
supervised study procedures and lack of it under the recitation
plan; (d) the methods of giving assignments and (e) the time
spent in supervised study, or lack of it.
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CHAJ^TER IV
MATCHING
An excellent matching for a control-group experiment
in first-year algebra, as will be seen below, seems to be on a
basis of combined scores on prognosis tests and tests of intel-
ligence* Matching on intelligence or on prognosis scores will
also lead to reliable results, other things of course being
favorable* The investigator was interested in how results of
this experiment would compare when the groups were matched in
the two separate ways and the few numbers available for the
experiment with the resulting difficulty in finding a sufficient
number of pairs when matched in both respects made it seem de-
sirable to match independently* By matching independently, as
will be seen in tables 1 - 6 it was possible to get pairs very
nearly alike in the respective groups* A similar study by
Shibles (47) has been completed in which the matching was on a
basis of a combination of scores on prognosis and intelligence
tests and elementary school arithmetic marks.
It has been said by Keliher, as reported by Orleans
(40) that the actual use of intelligence tests for the purpose
of providing for individual differences if often defeated, for
the results of the tests are used in terms of mental age and IQ*
These are usually averages of separate categories within the
test and as averages, tend to obscure differences in mental
functions* This is illustrated by the fact that children may
achieve the same mental age by any of the many combinations*
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’’This makes for a relatively high degree of specificity of men-
tal abilities. Certainly it seems true that one cannot in any
general sense prescribe a specific educational program for an
individual on the basis of the IQ, and M.A, when these indices
themselves are averages of specific differences which may be
the very matters that should be brought into consideration
A general homogeneity does not exist naturally. Homogeneities
are specific. The specific nature of homogeneities makes such
a general homogeneity impossible of natural achievement,"
Orleans (40) says, "the whole matter of the use of the intelli-
gence test as a basis for classification has become a highly
controversial issue in which leading educators have taken sides.
It seems to have resolved itself into a question of general
ability versus specific ability in specific subject nBtter.’’
Orleans (40) also reports that Hull distinguishes between tests
that are designed to detect specific or particular aptitudes
and those designed to detect general or average aptitudes. The
use of a specific prognosis test in a particular subject is
based upon the belief that we have a large number of more or
less specialized potential aptitudes or intelligences, ’’A gen-
eral intelligence test could be nothing tut a kind of average
of all potential aptitudes for any given person. On the other
hand, the work in a school subject is very specific. In Latin,
for example, it is entirely verbal and involves no numerical or
spacial element, and the verbalness is of a particular kind with
its own organization. Algebra, however, is chiefly numerical.
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but of a symbolic type which makes it different from languages
and even from geometry which is special rather than numerical
and which involves a different type of symbolism.” And Orleans
(40) says F*S. Breed reports that coefficients of correlation
between intelligence tests and achievement scores range all the
way from very low to very high and that the more dependable
ones seem to cluster somewhere between .40 and .60 with an error
of classification of the pupils which runs as high as 50 percent
On the other hand, to quote Thorndike (52:426) ”by and large,
high intelligence means fine ability in algebra and low intelli-
gence means poor ability in algebra. Of the twenty-two bri^t-
est pupils out of one hundred, seventeen will be above the
average in algebra and of the twenty- two stupidest pupils,
seventeen will be below the average in algebra.” Fleming says,
according to Orleans (40)
,
"investigators are perceiving more
and more clearly that general ability, even admittedly the most
important single factor in school achievement, can be but one
factor. The use of mental tests has shown objectively that
perfect correlation cannot be expected. The habits and charac-
ter of the pupil play a potent role in determining his achieve-
ment....but general intelligence, as measured by objective
mental tests showed a high correlation with achievement in the
high school, even where the minimum level of ability is normal
or average intelligence.... In comparison to character traits,
intelligence appears the most significant factor for accomplish-
ment in the senior high school, the correlation being .63391.05.''
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Orleans (40) reports the following correlations using
the Orleans Algebra Prognosis Test and the Otis Self-Administer-
ing Test.
between IQ and algebra prognosis test .58 ± .030
between IQ and teachers marks in algebra .54 ± *032
He says (40) Ferdinand Kertes of Perth Amboy, N.J.
High School found the following correlations:
between IQ and algebra marks (219 cases) .56 ± .037
between prognosis test and algebra marks
(114 cases)
between IQ and algebra marks (114 cases)
.61 ± .040
.50 ± .047
between algebra marks and combination of
IQ and arithmetic marks (112 cases) .66 ± .038
between algebra marks and a combination of
IQ and prognosis test (112 cases) .68 d. .034
between algebra marks and a combination of
prognosis test and arithmetic marks
(112 cases) .72 ± .031
between algebra marks and a combination of
prognosis test, IQ and arithmetic
marks (112 cases) .68 ± .034
Orleans (40) as the outcome of investigations with over three
hundred unselected pupils in New York City schools reports:
1. The correlations between scores on a test of
specific ability in algebra or in geometry and marks represent-
ing achievement are in general higher than those between IQ’s
and marks in achievement.
2. The correlations between scores in the algebra
prognosis test and marks in achievement are much higher than
those between elementary school arithmetic marks and marks of
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achievement in algebra.
3. The combination of the prognosis test and the i
arithmetic marks serves as a better basis for prediction in
algebra than the former above.
In this study the IQ scores used as bases for match-
|
ing are averages, in the main, of scores on one form of each of I
three different intelligence tests, the Kuhlman-Anderson, the
Haggerty Delta 2, and the Otis Group Intelligence Scale.
Further information on the tests used in this investigation will
be found in Chapter V. The pupils matched on IQ’s have among
them members of all four grades IX to XII and a few post gradu-
ates. IQ is the sole criterion.
The Orleans Algebra Prognosis Test used as a basis
for matching was given in the Spring of the school year preced-
ing the Fall when this study was beg\m. Pupils matched on the
basis of scores on the prognosis test include only those in the
eighth grade at that time which means that they are all members
of the ninth grade at this time. This will have to be consid-
ered if the results obtained with pupils matched on IQ’s are
to be compared with those matched on prognosis test scores.
j
Tables 1-6 give the data used as a basis for
matching, notice that a separate matching is arranged for both
levels of ability in all tests given in all three periods, on
bases both of IQ and prognosis test scores. The averages and
standard deviations indicate the degree to which the paired
groups are equated. As an example, in table 1 for test lA, the
i
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average IQ of the pupils of Group A, of the upper half in IQ is
122 with a standard deviation of 6.7* The average IQ of the
pupils in Group B with whom they are matched is 122*2 with a
standard deviation of 5*9,
i 'I ni IXsxl lagtii/ sdw lo <A qncyiO lo allqi/q ed& lo pi s^srev
9ti^ lo pi ejaeievB ariT .V.a lo iiold’eivoo btsfeacd-s e rf^lw SS
a 2. SSI ai ftarioi-am stcs moriw rfd’iw 9 quo^O ni sliqjj
.e.a lo noxteiveb biebriB^t
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Table 1, - This table presents the data used
ing the groups on IQ’s on tests 1A±/, IB and
the first ten weeks.
for match-
lob for
Test lA
Upper Half Lower Half
Group A Group B Group A Group B
No.
.
IQ.
. . .
No. IQ No.
_
_IQ No. _._IQ
11 133 64 131 33 no 73 112
8 124 65 125 37 no 68 no
24 124 74 125 34 105 51 106
17 121 55 122 19 108 76 105
40 117 70 118 29 104 57 104
31 113 58 112 39 96 60 96
Ave, 122.0 122.2 105.5 105,5
S.D. 6.7 5.9 4,82 5.09
Test IB i
Upper Half Lower Half
Group A Group B Group A Group B
No. IQ No. IQ No. .IQ No.
r
IQ
11 133 61 129 10 112 58 112
8 124 74 125 21 107 51 106
16 124 65 125 34 105 76 105
1 122 55 122 28 103 53 103
25 117 70 118 20 101 52 101
32 114 69 114 39 96 59 96
Ave. 122.3 122.2 104.0 103.8
S.D. 6.02 4.95 5.07 4.88
Test lob
U_pper Half Lower Half
Group A Group B Group A Group B
No.
.
IQ No. IQ No. IQ
.
No. IQ
13 140 66 141 33 no 68 no
23 133 64 131 3 109 62 109
8 124 74 125 35 107 51 106
16 124 65 125 34 105 76 105
1 122 55 122 4 104 57 104
25 117 70 118 29 104 72 102
2 116 79 117 20 101 52 101
,
32 114 69 114 39 96 59 96
10 112 58 112 22 92 75 91
Ave. 122.4 122.8 103.1 102.8
1
^
_ 8.6 5^6 5.7
1/ lA and IB mean forms lA and IB of the Columbia Research
Bureau Algebra Test, lob means the author’s informal ob-
jective test covering material taught the first ten weeks.
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Table 2. - This table presents the
ing the groups on Prognosis Test
IB and lob for the first ten weeks
data used for match-
scores on tests lA,
•
Test lA
Upper Half Lower Half
G-roup A Group B Group A Group B
No. Score No. Score No. Score No. Score
16 104 61 114 2 72 58 77
17 104 64 103 33 70 76 70
40 99 74 96 31 66 57 64
26 90 63 85 4 59 54 58
8 86 55 81 24 55 67 55
38 79 51 80 19 54 60 53
27 73 68 75 37 44 52 47
Ave, 90.71 ' 90.57 60.0 60.57
S.D. 11.3 13.1 9.25 9.4
Test IB
Upper Half Lower Half ' 1
1
1 Group A Group B Group A Group B
No. Score No. Score No. Score No. Score
1 117 61 114 23 73 56 79
26 90 74 96 27 73 58 77
25 88 63 85 33 70 76 70
8 86 55 81 7 68 69 62
1
38 79 51 80 4 59 67 55
2 72 50 78 37 44 52 47
Ave* 88.67 89.0 64.5 65.0
i
S.D. 14.0 13.6 10.3 11.5 ,
Test lob
Upper Half Lower Half '
Group A Group B Group A Group B
No. Score No. Score No. Score No. Score ’
15 137 70 123 26 90 56 79
1 117 61 114 38 79 50 78
16 104 79 107 23 73 58 77
40 99 64 103 33 70 76 70
' 10 88 74 96 35 65 57 64
25 88 63 85 4 59 69 62
8 86 55 81 24 55 67 55
27 73 51 80 19 54 60 53
2 72 68 75 37 44 52 47 i|
Ave. 96.0 96.0 65.44 65.0 ;|
. 15^9 13.4 11.1 ij-
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Table 3. - This table presents the
ing the groups on IQ’s on tests lA
the second ten weeks.
data used for match-
,
IB and 2obi/ for
TestnA
Upper Half Lower
Group A Group B Group A Group B
No. IQ No. IQ No. IQ No. IQ
11 133 64 131 33 no 68 no
23 133 61 129 21 107 51 106
24 124 65 125 34 105 76 105
26 121 55 122 29 104 72 102
31 113 73 112 20 101 52 101
37 no 58 112 39 96 60 96
Ave* 122.3 121.8 103.8 103.3
S.D. 8.85 7.52 4.45 4.39
Test IB
1
ii
Upper Half Lower Half
Group A Group B Group A Group B il
No. IQ. No. IQ No. IQ No. la i
16 124 65 125 34 105 76 105
8 124 55 122 29 104 53 103
26 121 61 122 28 103 67 101
6 116 70 118 20 101 52 101
31 113 58 112 39 96 59 96 '
21 107 51 106 14 93 60 96
Ave. 117.5 117.5 100.3 100.3
S.D. 6.18 6.58 4.38 3.35
Test 2ob
Upper Half Lower Half
Group A Group B Group A Group B
j
No. IQ No. IQ No. IQ No. IQ
i
23 133 64 131 21 107 76 105
1
24 124 61 125 34 105 57 104
16 124 65 125 29 104 53 103
8 124 55 122 28 103 72 102
31 113 73 112 20 101 52 101
10 112 58 112 39 96 59 96
33 no 68 no 18 94 60 96
19 108 51 106 22 92 75 91
Ave. n8.5 118.4 100.3 100.3
S.D. 8.34 8.9 5.19 4.58
^ 2ob means the author’s informal objective test covering
material taught the second ten weeks*
V-
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Table 4* - This table presents the data used for match-
ing the groups on Prognosis Test scores on tests lA,
i
IB and 2ob for the second ten weeks,
i
Test lA
Upper Half Lower Hair
Group A Group B Group A Group B
No. Score No. Score No. Score No. Score
17 104 61 114 23 73 58 77
1
.
16 104 64 103 27 73 68 75
26 90 55 81 2 72 76 70
8 86 63 85 31 66 57 64
38 79 51 80 24 55 67 55
1
Ave* 92.6 92.6 67.8 68.2
i S,D. 9.95 13.5 6.91 7.98
j
^
Test IB
1
: Upper iialf Lower
1
i
1 Group A Group B Group A Group B
1
1
No. Score No. Score No. Score No. Score
15 137 70 123 23 73 58 77
40 99 61 114 2 72 76 70
1
25 88 63 85 24 55 67 55
1 8 86 55 81 19 54 60 53
j|
38 79 51 80 37 44 52 47
i
Ave. 97.8 96.6 59.6 60.4
' S.D*
1
20.6 18.2 11.2 11.3
1
1
1
Test 2ob
Upper Half Lower Half n
Group A Group B Group A Group B
1
; No. Score No. Score No. Score No.
1
Score
1
17 104 61 114 2 72 68
H
75
16 104 64 103 33 70 76 70
1
26 90 63 86 31 66 57 64 '
10 88 55 81 24 55 67 55
i 38 79 50 78 19 54 77 50
23 73 58 77 37 44 52 47
i
1 Ave. 89.7 89.8 60.2 60.2
S.D. 11.6 13.9 9.97 10.3
J
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Table 5, - This table presents toe data used for matching
the groups on IQ*s on tests 2Ai/, 2B and Sob for the
third ten weeks.
Test 2A
Upper Half Lower Half
Group A Group B Group A Group B
No. IQ No. IQ No. __IQ
.
No.
.
IQ
38 134 66 141 35 107 51 106
23 133 64 131 36 107 76 105
8 124 61 129 34 105 57 104
1
26 121 79 117 29 104 53 103
5 114 73 112 18 94 59 96
33 no 68 no 14 93 60 96
Ave. 122.7 123.3 101.7 101.7
S.D. 8.91 n .2 5.38 4.n
1
1 Test 2B
'
1 Upper Half Lower Half
Group A Group B Group A Group B
No. IQ No. IQ No. IQ No. IQ
13 140 66 141 33 no 58 112
11 133 64 131 19 108 51 106
23 133 61 129 35 107 76 105
16 124 65 125 4 104 57 104
24 124 74 125 29 104 53 103
26 121 55 122 20 101 71 99
7 116 79 117 18 94 59 96
5 114 73 112 14 93 60 96
Ave. 125.6 125.3 102.6 102.6
S.D. 8.43 8.28 5.87 5.06
Test 3ob
Upper Half Lower Half
Group A Group B Group A Group B
No. IQ No. IQ No. IQ No. IQ
13 140 66 141 31 n3 73 112
11 133 64 131 33 no 68 no
24 124 61 129 35 107 51 106
16 124 74 125 34 105 57 104
8 124 65 125 29 104 53 103
1 122 55 122 39 96 77 100
26 121 70 n8 18 94 59 96
||
9 121 79 117 14 93 60 96
Ave.
it g =
126.1
-It mtz
126.0
-17— efe —
102.8
:17=4nOi^
103.4
-- -r
\/ 2A and 2B mean forms 2A and 2B of the Columbia Research
Bureau Algebra Test. 3ob means the author’s informal ob-
jective test covering material taught the third ten weeks. I
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Table 6. - This
ing the groups
2B and 3ob for
table presents the data used for match-
on Prognosis Test scores on tests 2A,
the third ten weeks.
Test 2A
Upper Half Lower Half
Group A Group B Group A Group B
No. Score No. Score No. Score No. Score
17 104 79 107 2 72 68 75
26 90 51 80 33 70 76 70
8 86 63 85 31 66 57 64
38 79 56 79 35 65 54 58
23 73 50 78 24 55 60 53
Ave, 86.4 85.8 65.6 64.0
S*D, 10.5 10.9 5.88 7.93
1 Test 2B
Upper Half Lower Half
Group A Group B Group A Group B
No. Score No. Score No. Score No. Score
1 1 117 61 114 38 79 56 79
:
16 104 79 107 27 73 58 77
40 99 64 103 2 72 76 70
26 90 74 96 35 65 57 64
25 88 63 85 4 59 67 55
1 i
10 88 55 81 19 54 60 53 i
8 86 51 80 37 44 52 47
Ave. 96.0 95.1 63.7 63.6
S.D. 10.5 12.5 11.3 11.5
Test 3ob
Upper Half Lower Half
1 Group A Group B Group A Group B 1
1
No. Score No. Score No. Score No.
1
Score
15 137 70 123 38 79 51 80
1 117 61 114 27 73 56 79
16 104 79 107 33 70 68 75
i
1 40 99 64 103 7 68 57 64
26 90 74 96 31 66 78 54
!
25 88 63 85 35 65 60 53
8 86 55 81 24 55 73 50
38 79 50 78 39 39 77 50 i
1 Ave. 100.0 98.4 64.4 63.1
i-(
—
SD*— 17.9
.
15.2 11.5 12.3
i
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CHA.PTER V
TESTINa PROGRAM
As has been reported in the Chapter on Matching,
three intelligence tests and one prognosis test were used.
Haggerty Delta 2 . There are two forms of this test,
Delta 1 for grades one to three and Delta 2, which was the one
used here, for grades three to nine. Delta 2 consists of six
exercises, including forty items in sentence reading, twenty
arithmetic problems, twenty picture-completion items, forty
synonjrm-antonsrm items, sixteen items requiring exercises in
practical judgment, and forty information items. The reliabil-
ity of Delta 2, according to Tiegs (53:308) is about ,90,
Otis Group Intelligence Scale . This scale is design-
ed to test general mental ability. It is issued in two series,
a Primary Examination and an Advanced Examination, The former
is designed especially for the kindergarten and for grades one
to four. The Advanced Examination, which was here used, is
designed for grades five to twelve. Two forms are available,
i
A and B. Form A was used by the author. The scale consists of
two exercises, including twenty items of "Following Directions",
twenty-five "Opposites," twenty-five "Disarranged Sentences",
twenty-four "Proverbs" to be matched with explanations, twenty
problems in "Arithmetic", twenty items of "Geometric Figures",
twenty-five "Analogies", a "Similarities Test" of twenty items,
a "Narrative Completion" test of twenty-five responses, and a
"Memory" test of thirty items.
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Kuhlman-Anderson Test of General Intelligence • ’’This
instrument”, says Tiegs (53:308-313) ”is really a series of
thirty-five tests, adjusted in difficulty so that the average
child of five years can pass at least one item, in the easiest
test, ^ile the average adult will fail cn some part of all of
the twelve most difficult tests* The thirty-five tests are
organized into eight over-lapping batteries, there being ten
tests for each of the first six grades, ten tests in a battery
for the seventh and eight grades combined, and a battery of
twelve tests for grades nine and above*” This battery of twelve
tests was the one used here*
”In determining a pupils score, the number of success-
ful responses in each test is transmuted into mental age, and
the final mental-age score is the median of the ten or twelve
mental ages so determined. In this manner, according to the
authors, the undue influence of unusually high or low scores
is avoided,” (53:308-313)*
Orleans Algebra Prognosis Test * This test consists
!
of a short preliminary part of thirteen questions in arithmetic,
eleven short lessons, each followed by an exercise based on the
lesson, and a summary test at the end. The topics covered in
these lessons are, the use of letters for numbers, the use and
meaning of the exponent, like and unlike terms, algebraic repre-
sentation, si^ed numbers and the solution of simple problems.
In experimenting with the test in two different
schools, the authors of the test found the coefficient of corre-
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lation between the prognosis test and achievement test to be
.82 in one school and .71 in the other. Since, new material
has been added. It is considered that a correlation of .80 is
high enough for the purpose of the test. (47).
Columbia Research Bureau Algebra Test
. The test con-
sists of two series of two forms each. Forms lA and IB are for
use during the first half of the school year, while Forms 2A
and 2B are to be used in the last part of the school year.
Achievement may be measured by using either from alone, as
Form lA for the first part of the year, and Form 2B for the
second part of the year.
Tests lA and IB contain two parts, one part has thirty
six exan5)les typically of the mechanical kind, the second part
has twelve problems which need a knowledge of equations for
solution. Forms 2A and 2B also have two parts, the first part
consisting of twenty equations to be solved and the second part
of twenty-five problems involving the use of various equations.
The authors found the coefficient of reliability of
the entire test lA-lB to be .94 for one group of 115 students
and .89 for another group of 147 students. The score on the
test correlated with teachers marks to the extent of .68 and .72
for the same two groups. On Forms 2A and 2B the reliability
found by correlating the odd numbered items with the even num-
bered ones on two hundred cases was .847 for the whole test.
This score when computed into reliability coefficients of corre-
lation by the Spearmen-Brown formula was .917.
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Infomal Objective Tests Each of the three informal
objective tests constructed by the author were planned to cover
only the material taught during the respective periods for
which they were made* The questions were completely objective,
in that only one correct answer was possible for each one.
Multiple-choice, forms of the true-false, and problem correct-
answer types were used. Regarding the testing of problem solu-
tion Blank (7) says, "at present there seems to be no scheme
of objective testing which applies to the solution of concrete
or worded problems in algebra unless one awards no credit ex-
cept for complete and absolutely correct solutions, developed
according to directions." That method is used in the Columbia
Algebra Tests reported above. The author used the same plan
and also one of giving a choice of equations immediately follow
ing the statement of the problem, one of which was the correct
equation and which the pupil was to indicate as the right ans-
wer. To eliminate the personal factor of the author and to
insure coverage of the work of the unit tau^t he followed the
tests included in the text (4) and patterned his problems, both
as to type and material content upon these. Brownell (12)
speaks for the advantage and desirability of giving partial
credit on informal objective tests in contrast with the custom
in standardized tests of allowing no credit unless the answer
is correct. The author credited each correct result of a pro-
cess used if it showed knowledge of some element taught during
the period.
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The opinions and conclusions which have been reported
regarding the relative values of the standardized and informal
objeotive tests for the purpose of an experiment such as this
one make it interesting and desirable to use both types. In
this investigation discrepancies between results obtained by the
two types of tests will be noticed. Corey (14) expresses the
opinion that items in the informal objective tests should be
weighted to increase reliability, but Odell (39) concludes that
for the ”new-type” tests there is so little to be actually
gained by unequally weighting the elements that it is not worth
the labor of assigning such weights and computing scores from
them. The longer the test the more fully does this conclusion
hold. Billett reports, says Shibles (47), that "objective tests
proved slightly more desirable than the standardized tests as
a measure of results.” Symonds (51) says, "on the high school
I
level a standardized test which covers a years work is wasteful.
|
If given near the beginning of the year much of the difficult
material which belongs in the latter part of the course will
not be touched and if given near the end of the year much of the
material is so easy as to fail to *test».” An article by Orleanii
and Symonds (42) carries the conclusions that when given in the
middle of the year a standardized test contains much unused
material and thereby loses in reliability. Greater reliability
can be obtained in the middle of the year, they say, by using
a teacher-made examination based on the material covered by the
class than by a more comprehensive standardized test. Brownell
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(12) is of the opinion that ”Too many experimenters still enter-
tain a childlike faith in standard tests. The objectivity is
|
in their favor, likewise their reliability if it is high enough.
I
But there remains the important questions as to whether they
j
possess the peculiar merits demanded by a given investigation.
What is needed in most control-group experiments is instruments '
which yijsld refined measures within a limited scope of subject
matter. And when such tests are not to be had commercially,
the investigator, with what show of grace he can muster, must
assume responsibility for constructing and proving his own
tests."
The writer of this thesis reports results obtained
with both types of tests but attempts no decision as to the ,
relative reliabilities Tidien conflicts occur.
Testing Program . For the purpose of measuring accom-
plishment on the part of the pupils under the different methods
of instruction employed, they were tested at the beginning of
I
a ten-v;eek experiment, and again, with the same tests, at the
end, Courtis (15) recommends that for this purpose at least !
three tests should be given. The author used two forms of the
Columbia Research Bureau Algebra Test and one Informal Objective
Test of his own construction.
At the beginning and again at the end of the first
period of ten weeks the pupils were given forms lA and IB of the
Columbia Test and the authors Informal Objective Test 1. The
scores on lA and IB at the end of the first period served for
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the beginning of the second ten week period also
,
and for the
third test the pupils took Informal Objective Test 2 prepared
by the author* At the end of the second period lA, IB and
Objective Test 2 were given again, completing the testing for
that period* For the third ten weeks, since that period was
to cover material not found in Forms lA and IB, Forms 2A and 2B
of the same test were given, with the author’s Informal Objec-
tive Test 3* These last three mentioned tests were again given
at the end of the third ten weeks, completing the testing
program*
Tables 7-18 which follow give the scores of all the
pupils used in the experiments of the three ten week periods on
all the tests, also the totals and means* In these tables, and
throughout the report of this thesis unless otherwise noted,
tests are referred to as follows:
lA Columbia Research Bureau Algebra Test Form lA
IB ft ff ft ft ff IB
2A ft ft ft ft ft ff 2A
2B ft « ft ft ft ff 2B
lob Author’s
ten
informal
weeks
objective test for first
2ob Author ’
s
ten
informal
weeks
objective test for second
3ob Author’s
ten
informal objective
weeks
test for third
Columns headed ”a*» are the scores on the tests at the
beginning of a period and those headed ”b” are the scores at
the end of the period* The columns headed ”gain” give the
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points gained by each pupil in each test
period for which the table is made out
.
"Wo.” indicate the pupils by number.
over the ten week
The columns heeded
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Table 7, - This table presents scores and gains of
pupils in Group A (Recitation Plan) on tests lA,
IB and lob, matched on IQ’s, first ten weeks.
Test lA Test IB test lob
No, a b Gain a b Gain a b Gain
1 19 25 6 34 69 35
u 2 29 47 18
p 8 8 19 11 13 23 10 32 62 30
1 p 10 18 37 19
e 11 17 26 9 22 20 -2
r 13 39 53 14
1 16 11 13 2 26 57 31
1 17 6 13 7
[
H 23 34 51 17
1 a 24 11 18 7
1 25 11 13 2 28 44 16
i
f 31 5 7 2
1 32 21 25 4 51 57 6
1
40 6 16 10
Totals 53 99 46 97 119 22 291 477 186
Means 8.83 16.5 7.67 16. 17 19. 83 3.67 32.33 53. 0 20.67
1
i
1
3 27 44 17
1 4 18 33 15
L 10 3 11 8
0 19 2 11 9
1
1 w 20 14 10 -4 26 59 33
'
e 21 17 29 12
r 22 4 19 15
1 28 5 5 0
29 4 11 7 17 37 20
1
H 33 5 6 1 24 35 11
a 34 14 29 15 20 27 7 37 55 18
1
1
1 35 12 32 20
i
i
f 37 3 4 1
j
39 2 5 3 3 8 5 10 22 12
!
Totals 30 66 36 62 90 28 175 336 161
^
Means 5.0 11.0 6.0 10.33 15. 0 4.67 19.44 37. 33 17.89
-
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Table 8. - This table presents scores and gains of
pupils in Group B (Supervised Study Plan) on tests
lA, IB and lob, matched on IQ,’s, first ten weeks.
Test Test IB Test lob
No. a b Gain a b Gain a b Gain
55 6 21 15 15 21 6 34 33 -1
U 58 7 19 12 17 33 16
P 61 16 30 14
P
A 64 14 22 8 32 57 25O
r 65 12 12 0 14 15 1 18 60 42
66 34 57 23
H 69 5 7 2 8 27 19
a 70 16 28 12 16 25 9 33 62 29
1 74 4 9 5 3 11 8 23 29 6
f 79 39 56 17
Totals 59 111 52 69 109 40 238 414 176
Means 9.83 18 .5 8.67 11. 5 18.17 6.67 26, o> . o 19.56
51 8 11 3 5 10 5 23 32 9
L 52 3 7 4 6 25 19
0 53 7 15 8
w
9 57 9 8 -1
' 4 29 25
r 58 2 9 7
59 6 6 0 3 14 11
H 60 2 3 1
a 62 37 65 28
1
•p
68 8 14 6 19 36 17
72 5 36 31
73 3 4 1
75 23 28 5
76 6 8 2 5 4 -1 23 30 7
Totals 36 48 12 28 51 23 143 295 152
Means 6.0 8 .0 2.0 4.67 8.5 3.83 15, 89 32.78 16 .eg
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Table 9, -
in Group A
matched on
1
This table presents scores and gains of pupils
(Recitation Plan) on tests lA, IB and lob,
Prognosis Test scores, first ten weeks.
i
Test lA Test IS Test
1
No. a b Gain a b Gain a b Gain
1 19 25 6 34 69 35
i
1
1
1
u 2 9 13 4 29 47 18
1
1
I
p 8 8 19 11 13 23 10 32 62 30 I
p
A 10 18 37 19
1
!
r 15 26 54 28 1
16 14 13 -1 26 57 31
1
H 17 8 17 9
a 25 11 13 2 28 44 16
1 26 6 9 3 8 9 1
1
r
27 7 6 -1 4 36 32
38 10 13 3 9 15 6
40 6 16 10 33 58 25
Totals 59 93 34 69 98 29 230 464 234 1
Means to•CO 13. 29 4. 86 11 .5 16.33 4.83 25.56 51.56 26.0
2 11 13 2
i
L 4 6 16 10 7 13 6 18 33 15
1
o 7 9 16 7
w
e
19 2 11 9 4 21 17
1
r 23 8 19 11 34 51 17 i
t
24 11 18 7 24 52 28
1
H 26 22 32 10
?
27 7 6 -1
1
1
•p
31 5 7 2
i
1
^
33 5 6 1 5 9 4 24 35 11 1
35 12 32 20
1
37 3 4 1 5 2 -3 2 4 2
i
\
I
38 24 24 0 '
1
* Totals
i
43 75 32 41 65 24 164 284 120
:
Means 6.14 10. 71 4. 57 6 .83 10.83 4.0 18.22 31.56 13.32
r.on Uri'z-.rsl ty
Echo ol of Educati ,
1
1
1
} :hr-or
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Table 10,-This table presents scores and gains of pupils
i
in Group B (Supervised Study Plan) on tests lA, IB and
lob, matched on Prognosis Test scores, first ten weeks, i'
li
Test 1a Test IB Test lob \\
:
'
'
li
No. a b Gain a b Gain a b Galij
|
50 11 7 -4
I
u 51 8 11 3 5
p 55 6 21 15 15
p
e 61 13 22 9 16
r 63 13 19 6 8
1 64 14 22 8
H 68 8 14 6
a 70
1
f
74 4 9 5 3
79
Totals 66 118 52 58
Means 9.43 16. 86 7. 43 9.67
50
L 52 5 6 1 3
o 54 4 2 -2
w
e 56 9
r 57 9 8 -1
58 7 19 12 7
H 60 2 3 1
a 67 4 10 6 9
1 69 5
1
1
76 6 8 2 5
Totals 37 56 19 38
Means 5.29 8. 0 2. 71 6.33
10 5 23 32 9
i
21 6 34 33 -1
i
30 14 36 68 32
16 8 26 55 29 '
32 57 25
I
19 36 17 1
33 62 29 i
11 8 23 29 6 !
39 56 17 1
95 37 265 428 163
15.83 6.17 29.44 47.56 18.33.
1
14 24
1
10
7 4 6 25 19
8 -1 0 22 22
4 29 25
9 2 17 33 16
12 22 10
5 -4 2 24 22
7 2 8 27 19
4 -1 23 30 7
40 2 86 236 150
6.67 .33 9.56 26.22 16.6'i
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Table 11, - This table presents scores and gains of
pupils in Group A (Unit Plan) on tests lA, IB and
2ob, matched on IQ’s, second ten weeks.
Test 1a Test IB Test Sob
No. a b Gain a b Gain a b Gain
6 23 23 0
U 8 23 29 6 21 45 24 ,
P 10 25 30 5
P 11 26 39 13
r 13 17 4 20 60 40
19 19 36 17 1
21 29 36 7
a
23 15 22 7 30 50 20
1 24 18 17 -1 17 74 57
^ 26 9 6 -3 9 11 2 I
1
31 7 14 7 8 13 5 23 35 12 ;!
1
33 13 31 18
37 4 3 -1
Totals 79 101 22 105 129 24 168 361 193
Means 13.17 16.83 3.67 17.5 21.5 4.0 21.0 45.13 24.1:?
14 9 13 4 1
L 18 28 61 33
,
0 20 13 17 4 10 18 8 23 38 15
e 21 29 40 11 37 75 38
r 22 19 23 ^ !
28 5 8 3 16 13 -3 ;
H 29 11 15 4 10 16 6 19 42
1
23 i
1
a 33 6 7 1
1 34 29 44 15 27 44 17 35 65 30
i
39 5 7 2 8 8 0 18 23 5
Totals 93 130 37 69 107 38 195 340 145
Means 15.5 21.67 6.17 11.5 17.83 6.33 24.38 47.5 18.1^
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Table 12. - This table presents scores and gains of
pupils in Group B (Recitation Plan) on tests lA, IB
and 2ob
,
matched on IQ*s, second ten weeks.
Test Tk Test IB Test 2ob 1
1
No. a b Gain a b Gain a b Gain
51 10 8 -2 17 25 8
U 55 21 31 10 21 31 10 23 64 41
P 58 19 14 -5 9 16 7 17 24 7
i
^
61 22 31 9 30 35 5 24 78 54
r 64 22 29 7 23 43 20
1
65 12 21 9 15 23 8 24 61 37
H 58
a 70 25 38 13
27 63 36
;
i
^
73 4 10 6 8 39 31
Totals 100 136 36 no 151 41 163 397 234
Means 16.
1
67 22. 67 6.0 18. 33 25. 17 6.83 20. 38 49. 63 29.25
51 11 8 -3
L 52 6 4 -2 7 7 0 n 34 23
° 53 15 20 5 22 51 29
1 w
e 57 8 30 22
r 59 6 8 2 14 21 7
60 3 4 1 5 7 2 14 5 -9
H 67 5 5 0
1
1 68 14 22 8
^ 72 12 23 11 28 74 46
75 24 42 18
76 8 9 1 4 11 7 23 36 13
Totals 54 70 16 42 58 16 144 293 149
i
Means 9
.
1
1
0 11. 67 7.67 7. 0 9. 67 2.67 18. 0 36. 63 18
1

I
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Table 13* - This table presents scores and gains of
pupils in Group A (Unit Plan) on tests lA, IB and
Sob, matched on Prognosis Test scores, second ten weeks.
Test lA Test iB Test Sob
No. a b Gain a b Gain a b
' '
-I
Gain
8 19 22 3 23 29 6
u
p
10 25 30 5
p
e
15 12 20 8
1
r 16 13 26 13 13 60 47
H 17 17 33 16 31 71 40
a
1 S3 30 50 20
f
25 13 17 4
26 9 6 -3 27 30 3
38 13 23 10 15 19 4 24 68 44
40 20 28 8
Totals 71 110 39 83 113 30 150 309 159
Means 14.2 22*0 7.8 16.6 22.6 6.0 25. 0 51.5 26.5
2 13 17 4 13 16 3 25 44 19
L
0
19 5 7 2 19 36 17
w
6
23 15 22 7 19 21 2
r 24 18 17 -1 19 18 -1 17 74 57
H
a
27 6 3 -3
31 7 14 7 23 35 12
1
f 33 13 31 18
37 2 4 2 15 20 5
Totals 59 73 14 58 66 8 112 240 128
Means 11.8 14.6 2.8 11.6 13.2 1.6 18. 67 40.0 21.33
i
1
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Table 14. - This table presents scores and gains of
--
--"--tt
1
i
1
1 pupils in Group B [Recitation Plan) on tests lA, IB ‘ 1
and Sob, matched on Prognosis Test scores
,
second
1
i
ten weeks.
i
1
L
Test Test IB Test Sob
i
No. a b Gain a b Gain a b Gain li
50 10 26
i
16
u 51 11 8 -3 10 8 -2
p 55 21 31 10 21 31 10 23 64 41
!
P
58 17 24 7
1
e 1 1
1
r 61 22 31 9 30 35 5 24 78 54
1
1 63 19 30 11 16 32 16 19 61 42
'
1 H 1
1
a 64 22 29 7 23 43 20
1
1
f
70 25 38 13
Totals 95 129 34 102 144 42 116 296 180
Means 19. 0 25<.8 6.8 20.4 28. 8 8.4 19. 33 49. 33 30.0
,
i
! L
52 7 7 0 11 34 23
0 57 8 11 3 8 30 22 i
w
58 19 14 -5 9 16 7 1
r
60 5 7 2
1
i
H 67 10 5 -5 5 5 0 7 16 9 1
a
1
f
68 14 22 8 27 63 36
!
1
76 8 9 1 4 11 7 23 36 13 i
i
77 19 30 11
1
Totals 59 61 2 30 46 16 95 209 114
Means 11. 8 12 .2 0.4 6.0 9. 2 3.2 15. 83 34. 83 19.0
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Table
pupils
2B and
1
15. - This table presents scores and gains of
in Group A (Supervised Study Plan) on tests 2A,
3ob, matched on IQ,*s, third ten weeks.
1
I
L
*
1
Test 2A Test 2B Test 3ob
1
|i No. a b Gain a b Gain a b Gain
1
i
1
1 5 36 31 !
U 5 15 16 1 16 16 0
P 7 11 8 -3
P
e
8 16 17 1 2 18 16
r 9 0 5 5
11 23 29 6 1 40 39
H 13 22 32 10 5 25 20
a 16 9 12 3 2 9 7
1 23 17 18 1 16 20 4
f 24 9 12 3 0 11
26 9 8 -1 7 8 1 2 5 3
;
33 9 9 0
38 10 13 3 ' 1
,!
Totals 76 81 5 113 137 24 17 149 132
t
Means 12. 67 13.5 .83 14 .1 17.1 3.0 2.1 18.6 16.5 !
4 10 7 -3
T,
14 8 8 0 8 6 -2 1 6 5
±J
0 18 12 13 1 15 13 -2 1 9 8
w 19 10 4 -6
e 20 11 13 2
r
29 8 12 4 12 6 -6 0 6 6
31 1 11 10
H 33 6 6 0 0 4 4
a
1 34 31 39 8 12 39 27
f 35 6 4 -2 5 4 -1 0 3 3
36 3 7 4
39 0 1 1
Totals 68 83 15 77 59 -18 15 79 64
Means 11. 3 13.8 2.5 9 .63 7.38 - 2.25 1. 9 9.9 8.0
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Table 16, - This table presents scores and gains of
pupils in Group B (Unit Plan) on tests 2A, 2B and
3ob, matched on IQ’s, third ten weeks*
Test 2A Test 2B Test Sob
No* a b Gain a b Gain a b Gain
55 10 19 9 0 20 20
U 61 16 23 7 19 27 8 2 43 41
P
14 13 -1 19 21 2 2 20 18
e 65 9 14 5 0 18 18
^ 66 32 38 6 11 35 24 3 25 22
68 4 6 2
6 22 16
1 73 3 7 4 4 5 1
f
74 • 6 14 8 0 6 6
79 11 26 15 12 11 -1 0 24 24
Totals 80 113 33 90 146 56 13 178 165
Means 13.3 10.8 5.5 11.3 18.3 7.0 1. 63 22. 25 20.6
51 11 9 -2 7 9 2 1 3 2
L 53 9 11 2 4 4 0 0 4 4
w
5 1 -4 6 4 -2 2 10 8
e 58 6 7 1
^ 59 7 9 2 4 6 2 0 1 1
60 1 5 4 3 4 1 0 1 1
a
“ 1 5 4
1 71 16 14 -2
^ 73 0 13 13
76 7 5 -2 7 8 1
77 3 11 8
Totals 40 40 0 53 56 3 7 48 41
Means 6.7 6.7 0 6.62 7.0
.38 1.87 6. 0 5. IS
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Table 18. - This table presents scores and gains of
pupils in Group B (Unit Plan) on tests 2A, 2B and 3ob,
matched on Prognosis Test scores, third ten weeks.
Test 2A Test 2B Test 3ob 1
No. a b Gain a b Gain a b Gain i
50 5 9 4 0 13
1
13
U 51 11 9 -2 7 9 2
P 55 10 19 9 0 20 20 '
P 56 7 5 -2
r
19 27 8 2 43 41
63 10 27 17 13 21 8 1 14 13
64 19 21 2 2 20 18
^ 70 6 22 16
1 74 6 14 8 0 6 6
f 79 11 26 15 12 11 -1 0 24 24
Totals 44 76 32 86 122 36 11 162 151
Means 8.8 15. 2 6.4 12. 29 17.43 5.14 1. 38 20.3 18.9
51 1 3 2
52 4 4 0
L 54 5 1 -4
w 56 8 5 -3 0 6 6
e 57 5 1 «4 6 4 -2 2 10 8
r 58 6 7 1 1
60 1 5 4 3 4 1 0 1
H 67 6 3 -3 i
a 68 4 6 2 1 5 4
j
1 73 0 13 13
^ 76 7 5 -2 7 8 1
77 3 11 8
78 0 5 5
Totals 22 18 -4 40 35 -5 7 54 47
Means 4.4 3. 6 - .8 5. 71 5.0 - .714 •88 6.75 5.8!
r-1
, • ^ »i ci — 0 a1C‘
y.r-;
*.* r * 7 - r»
:10 iy r.fiod’fc!'.!
O
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CHAPTSR VI
STATISTICAL TREATIilENT OF DATA
Means . The units in which the progress of the pupils
throughout this study is measured are in terms of mean gains.
The mean, or average, score of one of the matched groups before
the ten-week period of instruction began is subtracted from the
mean score of the same group on the same test given at the end
of the period. It will be noticed in Table 19 under Test lA,
Group A, column "a” that the mean score of the upper half of
the group in intelligence is 8*83 and in column ”b” is 16*5.
8*83 is the mean score of that particular group on Test lA when
given at the beginning of the first period. 16.5 is the mean
score of the same group on the same test at the end of the first
period. The mean gain, then will be 16.5 - 8.83 or 7.67 points.
Tables 19 and 20 give the means of the groups for each ten week
period matched on IQ»s and Prognosis Test scores respectively.
Figures in these tables are from tables 7-18.
Mean Gains . Table 21 gives the mean gains of the
groups over each of the three periods of the experiment. Group
A, upper half, in Test lA had a mean gain of 7.67 points and
Group B upper half, with which it was matched on I^ had a mean
gain of 8.67. Group A, lower half, had a mean gain of 4.57 and
Group B with which it was matched ^ prognosis test scores had
a mean gain of 2.71. It should be noted that table 21 has the
mean gains of the groups matched on both IQ’s and scores on the
prognosis test.
TV fi
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Table 19. - This table presents the mean scores of all
pupil groups matched on IQ’s, on all tests at the begin-
ning and at the end of each of the three ten week periods.
Group A Group B
Upper Lower Upper Lower
Half Half Half Half
a b a b a b a b
First
Test lA 8,83 16.5 5.0 11.0 9.83 18.5 6.0 8.0
Ten Test IB 16.17 19.83 10.33 15.0 11.5 18.17 4.67 8.5
Weeks
Test lob 32.33 53.0 19.44 37.33 26.44 46.0 15.89 32.78
Second Test lA 13.17 16.83 15.5 21.67 16.67 22.67 9.0 11.67
Ten Test IB 17.5 21.5 11.5 17.83 18.33 25.17 7.0 9.67
Weeks
Test 2ob 21.0 45.13 24.38 42.5 20.38 49.63 18.0 36.63
Third
Test 2A 12.67 13.5 11.3 13.8 13.3 18.8 6.7 6.7
Ten Test 2B 14.1 17.1 9.63 7.38 11.3 18.3 6.62 7.0
Weeks
Test 3ob 2.1 18.6 1.88 9.88 1.6 22.2 1.87 6.0
Table ;20. -- This table presents the! mean scores; of all
pupil groups matched on Prognosis Test scores, on all
tests at the beginning and at the end of each of the
three ten week periods.
Group A Group B
Upper
Half
Lower
Half
Upper
Half
Lower
Half
a 5 a 5 a a b^
First Test lA 8.43 13.29 6.14 10.71 9.43 16.86 5.29 8.0
Ten Test IB 11.5 16.33 6.83 10.83 9.67 15.83 6.33 6.67 1
weeKs
Test lob 25.56 51.56 18.22 31.56 29.44 47.56 9.56 26.22
Test lA 14.2 22.0 11.8 14.6 19.0 25.8 11.8 12.2
Second
Ten Test IB 16.6 22.6 11.6 13.2 20.4 28.8 6.0 9.2
Weeks Test 2ob 25.0 51.5 18.67 40.0 19.33 49.33 15.83 34.83
Third Test 2A 13.8 16.0 8.4 11.6 8.8 15.2 4.4 3.6
Ten Test 2B 12.14 13.43 7.71 5.71 12.29 17.43 5.71 5.0
Weeks
1
— Teat 3nb 2.8 16.3 7.5— 6.88- -6»75 -
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Table 21. - This table presents the mean gains of all
groups on all tests within each ten week period, matched
on both IQ’s and Prognosis Test scores.
Group A Group B
Upper Lower Upper Lower :
Half Half Half Half
1
IQ Prog. IQ Prog. Prog,
. .
IQ Prog.:
i First
Test lA 7,67 4*86 6,0 4.57 8,67 7.43 2.0 2.71
i
Ten
'
Weeks
Test IB 3.67 4.83 4.67 4.0 6.67 6.17 3.83 0.33
1
1
Test lob 20.67 26.0 17.89 13.3 19.56 18, LL 16.89 16.7 '
i
; Second
Test lA 3.67 7.8 6.17 2,8 6.0 6,8 2.67 0.4 1
,
Ten
j
Weeks
Test IB 4.0 6.0 6.33 1.6 6,83 8.4 2.67 3,2
1
i
Test 2ob 24,13 26,5 18,13 21,33 29,25 30,0 18.63 19.0 :
1
i
i Third
Test 2A 0.83 2.2 2.5 3,2 5.5 6.4 0.0 -0,8
1
Ten
Weeks
Test 2B 3.0 1,29 -2,25 -2.0 7.0 5.14 0,375 -0.7141
' Test 3ob 16.5 13,5 8.0 6.13 20.6 18.9 5,13 5.88
,
Differences of Mean Gains. The purpose of this in- 1
ij
ivestigation is to discover if possible any trends which will
||
! :i
! indicate advantages of one method in instruction over the other '
;
Ij
i for each level of ability. For that purpose the differences of '
ij
I the mean gains were found to indicate the amount which one
,j
i
group had learned, over that of the group with which it was
j
'
!
I
matched. Table 22 shows these differences. In table 22 it will';
! !
be seen that the mean gain of group B upper half, over that of
j
I
I
j
I
Group A, upper half, with which it was matched on IQ’s in Test
|j
i lA is 1,0, The mean gain of Group A, lower half, over that of
;i
Group B, lower half with which it was matched on prognosis test I!
: — .
- =4^
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scores in Test IB is 3,67
•
Table 22. - This table presents the differences of the
mean gains for each of the three periods. Positions of
figures in the table indicate where greater gains were
registered.
Group A Group B
Upper Lower Upper Lower
Half Half Half Half
IQ Prog. IQ. Prog. 10
.
Prog. IQ. Prog.j
|
First
Test lA 4.0i/ 1.86 1.0 2.57 '
1
Ten
/Weeksi'
Test IB .84 3.67 3.0 1.34 i
Test lob 1.1 7.89 1.0 3.4 |!
l!
1
Second
Test lA 1.0 3.5 2.4 2.33
Ten ,
Weeksr/
Test IB 3.66 2.83 2.4 1.6
Test 2ob 5.12 3.5 0.5 2.33
Third
Test 2A 2o5 4.0 4.67 4.2
1
(D
1-3
CD
CD Test 2B 4.0 3.85 2.63 1.29
Test 3ob 2.87 0.25 4.13 5.38
1
y Group A, Recitation Plan; Group B, Supervised Study Plan,
^ Group A, Unit Plan; Group B, Recitation Plan.
Group A, Supervised Study Plan; Group B, Unit Plan.
'
I
^ This signifies that the mean gain of Group A lower half 1
|i
pupils was 4.0 points greater than that of the pupils ofjj
j
I
Group B with whom they were matched on IQ*s.
j
J
I
Differences of mean gains in terms of standard devia-
tion; The difference of the mean gains may show the extent to ;!
which one mean gain exceeds the other, but for purposes of com-
j
paring the groups it is not sufficient, since it does not allow |
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for inequalities in the two groups which are being compared,
(47)i/, To make this allowance, the difference of the mean
gains is divided by the standard deviation of the scores of all
the pupils who took the particular test. Table 23 lists these
standard deviations.
Throughout this thesis the formula given by Tiegs
(53:89) for finding the standard deviation was used.
=
1/^^ - X class interval.
All calculations are by slide rule.
Table 23. - This table presents the standard deviations (
of scores of all pupils taking particular tests, at -the
times indicated.
Tests Standard Deviations
;
Test lA, scores at end of first ten weeks 7.38
Test IB, ti H ff ft ft ft ft 7.92
1
Test lob, tf ft ff ff ft ft tf 16.77
1
' Test 2ob
,
If ft ff »* second If ft 19.40
Test 2A, If ff n ” third ft ft 10.11 1
Test 2B, If tf ft ff ff ff ft 8.93
Test 3ob ft ff ft ft M ft tf 10,64
1 Table 24 gives the differences of mean gains in terms
;
'of standard deviation. The difference of the mean gain of
Group B, upper half over that of Group upper half found in
table 22 to be 1.0 is divided by the standard deviation for Test
lA found in table 23 to be 7.38. This Quotlent^ la the Mff^_^
ly The author became acquainted with this statistical method
through his connection with Mr, Shibles who used the author’s
algebra classes in his investigation (47), Mr, Shibles source;
Billett, Roy 0., The Administration and Supervision of Homogen-
eous Grouping, Original Doctor’s Dissertation, Ohio State Uni-
4:
—
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ence of the mean gain in terms of the standard deviation, and
in table 24 is seen to be .ISb.
Table 24. - This table presents the differences of mean
gains in terms of standard deviation. Positions of the
figures in the table
registered.
indicate where greater gains were
Group A Group B
Upper Lower Upper Lower
Half Half Half HalfQXX Jiaxx xi juj. no xjl
i
IQ. Prog. IQ. Prog. IQ. Prog. IQ. Prog.:
Test lA .5431/ .254 .135 .349
First
Ten Test IB .106 .4635 .38 .1696
Weeks
Test lob .0657 .47 .0597 .206
Test lA .136 .474 .375 .316
Second
Ten Test IB .462 .358 .3036 .202
Weeks
Test 2ob .264 .182 .026 .120
Test 2A .248 .396 .462 .415
Third
Ten Test 2B .448 .431 .295 .145
Weeks
Test 3ob .270 .0235 .388 .505
ly See footnote ^ under table 22.
Probable Errors. These units of differences of mean
gains in terms of standard deviations may be used to compare the
i
results of one teaching technique with those of another with
particular groups, but they do not indicate the reliability of
those results. It was next necessary to compute the probable
I
errors* For this purpose the following fbrmula given by Walker
I
j
(55) was used. i
versity, Columbus, Ohio, 1929.

Graph I. This graph shows the differences of mean gains
in terms of standard deviation on both bases of matching
for the first ten week p'eriod.
(
j
vm Upper Half
Lower Half
•
!
n

. 1
,
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Graph II, This graph shows the differences of the mean gains
in terms of standard deviation on both bases of matching for
the second ten week period.
Favoring Unit Plan (Group A) Favoring Recitation Plan (Group B)
Matched on IQ*s
£> 5 A Z ^ 1 J. £ ^ A ^ Jo Tests
TUIIJa ,316
lA
m’!m .358
IB
Matched on
.136 EZZ
/Z^/Z.264
2ob
I ,026
Prognosis
lA
mim .304
IB
{.SSI,202
m .18E
2ob
^.13
. Upper Half
. Lower Half
il
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Graph III, This graph shows the differences of the mean gains
in terras of standard deviation on both bases of matching for
the third ten week period.
Favoring Supervised Study Plan
( GroupA
’
Matched
^ ^ A 2
Favoring Unit Plan (Group B)
on IQ’s
A £ A .5 £>
rrmm 462
,248
irrmm.
J,295
mm
448
.388
,27(
Matched on Prognosis
muni..-..
,3961
zzzzzza.431
,145
i/ii/iim.
,505
,0235!
Tests
2A
2B
3ob
2A
2B
3ob
EZ2,.Upper Half
Lower Half
It
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P.E.= 6745 1
I Ni
2
where Oris the standard deviation for the test under considera- i
!
I
tion as given in table 23, ^ and are the standard deviations
of the scores of the pupils who took the same test at the same
time but also were matched for the experiment . (T, is the stand-
ard deviation of the scores of one group and that of the oth-
er group with which it was matched. and Ng are the numbers
of pupils in the respective matched groups. Table 25 gives the
I
I
probable errors for each matching in each ten week period.
Table 25. - This table presents the probable errors for
each matching for each of the three ten week periods.
1
Group A Group B
1
Upper Lower Upper Lower i
!
Half Half Half Half :
IQ Prog. IQ Prog. Prog. IQ Prog.
Test lA .347 .2467 .320 .2275
First
Ten Test IB .349 .209 .329 .3354
Weeks
Test lob .2247 .2365 .2437 .1914
Test lA .221 .396 .256 .371
Second
Ten Test IB .279 .383 .310 .2764
Weeks
Test 2ob .289 .369 .349 .311
Test 2A .331 .165 .326 .321
Third
Ten Test 2B .330 .266 .125 .127
Weeks
Test 3ob .274 .170 .359 .303
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Critical Ratios . This critical ratio is the index of
l|
the reliability of results. It indicates by means of table 27,
(47) the number of chances per thousand that the results obtain-!
i
i
ed from an experiment are due to chance error or improper samp-
!
ling. It is obtained by dividing the difference of the mean
j
gain in terras of the standard deviation by the probable error.
The difference of the mean gain of Group A, lower half, over
that of Group B, lower half, with which it was matched in Test ,
lA on the basis of IQ’s will be found in table 24 to be ,543, '
Table 25 gives for this difference a probable error of ,347,
Dividing ,543 by ,347 gives the critical ratio as 1,565, Table
'
I
26 lists these critical ratios. From table 27 it will be seen
j
that a critical ratio of 1,5 indicates the chances are 155 per '
one thousand that the results are due to chance error or
j
improper sampling, i|
Table 26, - This table presents the critical ratios for
!
each matching for each of the three ten week periods,
j
Group A Group B 1
Upper Half Lower Half Upper Half Lower Half
IQ. Prog, IQ. Prog, IQ. Prog, IQ Prog,
First Test lA 1,565 1,03 ,423 1,534 1
Ten
Weeks
Test IB ,304 2,24 1,154 ,506
;
Test lob ,295 1,99 ,245 1,06
.Q r\n
Test lA ,615 1,198 1,27 ,850 1
1OOW V./11VA
Ten Test IB 1,66 ,934 ,98 ,732
i
.
Weeks Test 2ob ,914 ,494 ,0745 ,386
1 Thi rd Test 2A ,749 2,40 1,42 1,29
Ten Test 2B 1,36 1,62 2,36 1,14
1
;
Weeks Test 3ob ,985 ,138 1,08 1,67
1
1 !
—
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Graph rv. This graph shows the critical ratios on both
bases of matching for the first ten week period.
Favoring Recitation Plan (GroupA.1) Favoring Supervised Study Plan(GroupB)
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222D131£>1A1^10& £> A Z
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Graph V. This graph shows the critical ratios on bolii
bases of matching for the second ten week period.
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Graph VI. This graph shows the critical ratios on both
bases of matching for the third ten week period.
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Table 27. - This table shows the chances per thousand
that a given critical ratio may be due to chance error
or improper sampling.
Critical Ratio Chances per thousand
0*0 500
0.5 368
1*0 250
1.5 155
2.0 89
2.5 46
3.0 22
3.5 9
4.0 4
4.5 1
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Results of "aie experiment s Trends may be noticed in
evidence resulting from this investigation. During the first
ten weeks, the lower half in ability showed a greater gain with
the recitation plan of instruction than did the group taught
|
i
by supervised study. Results on all tests except on test lob
for pupils matched on prognosis agree. For the upper half
during the same period the weight of the evidence indicates
1
that those tau^t by supervised study made the greater gain.
This gain is shown in both forms of the Columbia Research Bureau
Test, but the evidence from the author’s objective test is
contradictory upon both bases of matching.
From the second ten week period evidence for Ihe
!
lower half is contradictory. When matched on IQ’s, two of the
three tests show results favorable for the unit plan, and when
matched on prognosis test scores two of the three tests give
results favoring the recitation plan. With matching on progno-
sis, the author’s test agrees with one of the standardized
tests, while with matching on IQ’s it disagrees with both. For
I
the upper half in both matchings, evidence favors the recitatioij'
plan except in the results of one of the standardized tests on
|i
prognosis matching. If grouping on the two levels of ability
;
is teinporarily disregarded, the recitation plan, in terms of
separate test scores, produces the greatest number of indicated
favorable results over the twenty weeks of the first two periodfli
At the end of the third ten weeks, the upper half of
the group taught by the unit plan registered greater gains on
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all tests on both bases of matching* Two of the three tests
on both bases of matching, indicate results favorable for th
supervised study plan with the lower half*
,8j39;r e€nii^ erit 'to oi?T 1o 2933d il^od no aJ-aot Hi
©d? tol ©Idciovel ad-Inaon odeoifini: (SnidoJ-eci *io aensd rftod n<
.llffi 'lowol od^ ddiw nelq f>©5 iTri 9qjd
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CHAFTER VII
OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIOI^
The author is attempting no positive conclusions re-
garding the superiority of any of the methods of instruction
employed in this investigation. For one reason the number of
pupils matched for any one particular part of the whole investi-
gation is small. But we can notice trends. The evidence which
appears in Graphs I and IV indicates that in the author’s
classes the recitation plan produced better results with the
less capable pupils, while for the more able the supervised
study method was the better. Graphs II and V indicate tlie
superiority of the recitation plan for the more able ones. But
j
it will be noticed that the results on different tests are
slightly contradictory for the same comparison of methods.
During the third ten weeks, as is indicated in Graphs III and VT,
the upper half made a greater gain under the unit plan of in-
struction, For the lower half, indications are that the super-
vised study plan was the better, but results on one test, on
both bases of matching, are contradictory.
From the experiment as a whole, the indications are
that for the upper half the unit method produced the best
results, while for the lower half the recitation technique was
best, with the unit method closely following, (See graphs I-III)
The author will present his opinion, however, that
no one method is "best.” Much depends upon the personality of
the individual teacher and his handling of the methods of in-
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struction, especially the recitation or "traditional” method.
He also feels that not all parts of the algebra course are most
efficiently taught by any one method. To indicate methods
which can be most profitably used in teaching particular phases
of the subject would seem to require separate investigation.
Perhaps each individual teacher should attempt to discover
which methods he can use to the best advantage on particular
phases of algebra instruction.
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AUTHOR’S INFORM/a OBJECTIVE TEST lob
Date. ••••••• • Name Period
1.
Study the relation between the numbers in each of the fol-
lowing tables, and find the missing numbers.
(a) if t is 6 8 9 11
then d is 24 32 36 60
(b) if n is 3 4 6 9
then r is 1 2 4 10
2. Among the following formulas are the ones which show the
relations of the letters used in the tables of Prob. 1. In
each space provided at the ri^t put the letter which in-
dicates the formula which is correct for that numbered
table.
(a) d=t-f-4; (b) d«4t; (c) t®d+4; (d) t=4d; (e) r=n+2;
(f) n=r+2; (g) r=2n; (h) n-r-2. Table (a)
Table (b)
3. Write the formula for the total savings of a boy who starts
with 35 cents and saves 15 cents each week. (Use s and w)
4.
If the base of a rectangle is 10 and the height is s,
(a) its perimeter equals
(b) its area equals
(c) one third its area equals
(d) an area five times as large equals
5. A-i-B=13
If A is
then B is
6. A - B=25
If B is
then A is
7. 2A + B«46
If B is
then A is
8. 2A-3B=50
If B is
then A is
1 2 5 7 9
2 5 7 12 20
2 10 18 24 40
2 4 8 12 14
12
22
44
16
9. 2/3A-2B=15 + B
If B is 0 1 2 5 8 15
then A is
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10. John and G-eorge together have t dollars. G-eorge has ten
dollars. How many dollars has John?
11. What is the width of a rectangle ?diose area is A and whose
length is 1?
12. Under the following problem four equations are given.
.
Select the equation which correctly represents the condi-
tions given in the problem. Place its letter in the
space provided at the right.
Jane has four dollars in the school bank and she saves
20 cents each week. In how many weeks will she have
nine dollars?
(a) 20w-i-4=9; (b) 20w-h4=900; (c) 20w H-400=900
;
(d) 20W+- 4.00=9.00
13.
14.
One man has four times as much money as another. Together
they have $7000. How much has each?
Let be the smaller amount
then is the larger amount
and is the of the two amounts
But. =
Therefore =
and. .....=
The two amounts are.....
and
In solving the following problem follow the procedure in
problem 13.
A farm of 244 acres is to be divided between 2 brothers.
The older is to receive 80 acres more than the younger.
How many acres should each receive?
younger
older
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SAIvIPLE imT
Unit I - Equations of the first degree in one unloiown,
Ref. Betz» Algebra for Today - First Course.
Assignment I
Max. Study carefully pp233-235, secll4-117 ; p236/l-28.
Min. Omit 21-28.
Assignment II
Max. Study carefully p237, secll9; pp237-8/l-10, 12-20
even, 21-25. Check.
Min. Omit 23-25.
Assignment III
Max. Study carefully pp238-9, secl20 ; pp239-40/2-30 even,
31-33. Check.
Min. Omit 31-33.
Assignment IV
Max. Study carefully pp240-41, secl27; pp 242-3/1-21 odd,
25-30. Check.
Min. Omit 28-30.
Assignment V
Max. Study carefully pp243-4, secl22; pp244-5/l-14, 16-32
even.
Min. Omit 28,30,32.
Assignment VI
Max. p245/33-45
.
Min. Omit 39,41,42,45.
Assignment VII
I'ytex. pp245-6, secl23; pp246-7/l,3,4,5,8,9,13,15
.
Min. Omit 8,13.
Assignment VIII
Max. Study carefully pp248-9, secl24; pp250-51/l,2,3,6,8,
14,15.
Min. Omit 8,15.
Assignment IX
Max. Study carefully p252,secl25; pp252-4/l,2,3,5,6,8,
12,13.
Min. Omit 12,13.
Assignment X
Max. pp254-5/l,2,4,5,8,10,12.
Min. Omit 5,12.
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Assignment XI
Max. pp256-7/l3 ,14,16,17,19,22,23,20.
Min. Omit 16,20,23.
Assignment XII
Review test pp257-8.
Test on unit
4
Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests
FOURTH EDITION
GRADE IX— Maturity
NAME
Last First ICldille
Boy or Girl Grade Teacher
DATE
Tear Month Day
.....School
DATE of
BIRTH
Year Month Day
City ...
M. A. or
Growth
Units
See Scoring Procedure in Instruction Manual.
Test Number
30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39
AGE
Tears Months
Publithed by
THE EDUCATIONAL TEST BUREAU, Inc.
MINNBAPOLIS-PHILJLDELPHIA
Printed In U. S. A.
Copyright, 1827, by F. KUHLMANN and ROSE ANDERSON, Copyright in Canada
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EXAMPLES: my not is book that
ran the boy the street down
1. apples trees on grow
2. play boys like marbles to
3. grow boys men to become up
4. is lesson girl her studying the
5. there days are the week in seven
6. children room of the out ran six
7. away winter for nuts store squirrels
8. Mary I runs as as fast
9. do go we Saturday school on not to
10. she youngest selected our the in girl room
11. thousand many a year cars makes Ford
12. true stories teacher about the a told them colonies
13. who her lost girl pencil the another bought
14. allowed upon skate to they never river were the
15. an embankment train leaped lost lives their and many people the
Test No. 30

EXAMPLES:
girl come ill his
apple shell ripe banana
1. sit can pie big
2. ton sing boy some
3. tell some me can
4. why bury still you
5. are bat out tell
6. truth happy people riches
7. mirth beauty business ugly
8. trill hurry battle leaves
9. tramp lease trial found
10. across bought camel truce
11. makes story tremble asking
12. early income fashion simply
13. anchor sample truth ripple
14. beacon giving nation humble
15. family forgive angel bought
Test No. 31
f
EXAMPLES: quarter nickel dollar dime penny
rod yard inch mile foot
1. gallon gill bushel quart pint
2. township county acre section state
3. one multitude few none many
4. clause syllable sentence letter word
5. infancy adolescence old-age childhood maturity
6. warm cold hot torrid frigid
7. president alderman governor mayor citizen
8. company regiment squad division army
9. colossal tiny small enormous large
10. inaudible distinct deafening faint loud
11. millennium eon century year decade
12. lieutenant corporal general colonel captain
13. frequently occasionally never usually always
14. good naughty wicked mischievous angelic
15. pennyweight pound ounce grain carat
Test No. 32

EXAMPLES: 2 4 6 10 12
9 8
(1) 3 5
(2) 1 4
(3) 9 7
(4) 18 15
(5) 2 5
(6) 1 5
(7) 12 11
(8) 3 6
(9) 1 5
(10) 2 4
(11) 27 24
(12) 18 17
(13) 3 7
(14) 8 10
(15) 32 29
8 f
3 6 5
8 9 11
10 12 13
5 3 1
9 6 5
6 8 10
11 13 17
8 6 4
12 14 15
15 20 25
8 10 32
18 17 15
14 12 10
13 15 19
14 17 20
22 17 12
1
7
4
12
4
9
10
9
10
6
21
16
11
11
27
Test No. 33

Write one number after each one of these words:
IF THE WORD CONTAINS
A, E, and N, write 1 after it.
A and E, but not N, write 2 after it.
A and N, but not E, write 3 after it.
E and N, but not A, write 4 after it.
EXAMPLES: Eaten 1 Nations
Elated 2 Plenty 4
Treasure Signature
Wrinkle Handle
Mental Envelope
Fountain Special
Herald Caution
IF THE WORD CONTAINS
I, R, and E, write 1 after it.
I, but not R nor E, write 2 after it.
E, but not R nor I, write 3 after it.
I and E, but not R, write 4 after it.
I and R, but not E, write 5 after it.
EXAMPLES: Practice 1 Bicycle 4
Kinship 2 Wrist 5
Basket 3
Bishop
Whisper
Similar
Continent
Animal
Envelope
Simpleton
Picture
Writing
Satchel
Test No. 34
'f
f
i/Vrite one letter on the line after each one of these statements:
Write A If always true, as Birds are hatched from eggs ,
A
Write B If true in some cases, as....Snow melts as it falls B
Write C If not true, as There are eleven inches in a foot C
Write D If only an opinion, as Skating is better sport than swimming.. D
1. The Lizard is a kind of insect 1
2. The largest cities in the world are seaports 2
3. A boy’s uncle is the brother of one of his parents 3
4. A city is the best place in which to live 4
5. Very light boats sometimes float up-stream , . 6
6. Water boils more quickly in a high altitude 6
7. A concert is the best form of entertainment 7
8. Civil war is strife between different nations 8
9. People lose their self-control in a crisis 9
10. Capital punishment should be abolished 10
11. The largest city in a state is the capitol 11
12. War greatly increases a nation’s indebtedness 12
13. The most valuable advice is disregarded . .13
14. Anarchy is a means of promoting better government 14
15. It is easier to swim in salt water than in fresh water 15
16. Limitation of armaments would prevent war 16
17. More than half of the twelve months have 31 days 17
18. Holders of political offices are corrupt 18
19. Immigration should be restricted 19
20. One’s temperature becomes lower in case of a fever ..20
Test No. 35
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EXAMPLES: What is the number which is 2 less than 1/3 of 9?
What is the number which if added to 3 is ^ of 12?
1. What is the number which is 2 more than 1/2 of 10?
2. What is the number which if multiplied by 2 is 3 times 6?
3. What is the number 1/3 of which is 1/5 of 15?
4. What is the number which if divided by 2 leaves 1 less than 5?
5. What is the number which if added to 8 makes 3 less than 15?
6. What is the number which if multiplied by 2 makes 3 more
than 11?
7. What is the number which if multiplied by itself is 1/4 of 100?
8. What is the number 1/3 of which is 5/6 of 18?
9. What is the number which if subtracted from 17 leaves 4
more than 2/3 of 15? .
10.
What is the number which if added to 9 gives twice the
product of 2 times 1/3 of 24?
Test No. 36
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EXAMPLES:
table wood
door house
stove bottle paper iron cork
chimney gate yard swing window
1. good bad
2. wash face
3. straw hat
4. Sunday week
5. tears sorrow
6. parents command
7. eraser ink
8. book writer
9. yes sir no sir
10. singer song
11. December January
12. quarrel enemy
13. palace king
14. lobby hotel
15. doctor patient
16. Japanese Japan
17. ruler length
18. telephone hear
19. wrist cuff
20. peninsula continent
taste sweet conduct sour polite
sweep broom nail straw floor
soft feather leather shoe cool
January hour Wednesday year noon
sob girls grin laughter joy
shall children obey must order
lightning storm dirt clothes water
statue liberty sculptor picture state
always meanwhile however perhaps never
choir organist preacher pulpit sermon
last first least worst month
foe agree policeman agreeable friend
hut barn farm peasant city
author preface book porter elevator
lawyer nurse client hospital court
Russia Dutch Serbia Spanish Holland
hour distance clock time alarm
shout spyglass telegraph distance see
neck leg giraffe collar foot
boats bay Massachusetts pay ocean
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EXAMPLES: 2 4 6 8 10
18 15 12 9
(1) 5 8 11 14 17
(2) 1 2 4 8 16
(3) 27 23 19 15 11
(4) 11 14 13 16 15
(5) 27 9 3 1 V3
(6) 5 6 8 11 15
(7) 25 23 24 22 23
(8) 4 5 8 9 12
(9) 2 4 5 10 11
(10) 19 18 16 13 12
Test No. 38

«
Draw a line under the middle one of these three numbers: 3 8 2.
Write here a word meaning the opposite of good.
Draw a line through the middle letter in the longer of these two
words: Revenge, Assert. Write here a word of
five letters meaning the opposite of slow. Write here
a word which rhymes with hay and means a part of a week.
Draw a line after each of these two letters A B such
that the first line is one-half of the second. Think what year this is,
then write here the digits completely reversed, the one
which is now last coming first. Cross out one digit in each of these
numbers which does not appear in the other numbers : 43689, 64378.
Put in the correct signs in this example: 12 2 6= 30. Notice
these four numbers: 7, 6, 4, 2; if the difference between the
first two is equal to the difference between the last two, write the sum
of the first and third numbers here
,
if not write the difference
between the second and fourth numbers here . Write here
an odd number greater than 25 which is divisible by both 7 and 3.
Notice these four words: beauty, happiness, willing, cheerful.
If the letter U appears in the same word with the letter E as often
as the letter I appears in the same word with the letter N, write here
the word that has neither A nor U in it, if not write
^here the word with both A and U in it.
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Haggerty Intelligence Examination
DELTA 2
FOR GRADES 39
Arranged and standardized by M. E. Haggerty, University of Minnesota
An adaptation of the Army Intelligence Examinations. Used in the Virginia School Survey
My name is
First name Last name
-
-- I am a
Write boy or girl
This is the.. -day of--. - 19 - 1 am - -vears old.
My next birthday will be 19 I am in. half of Grade
The name of my school is - . The name of my city (county) is . .
The name of my state is
Do not turn this page until you are told to do so.
(To be read silently by pupils while examiner reads aloud)
This little book contains some exercises which will show how well you can do
certain things. Some of the things are very easy and some are very hard. There
are six exercises in all. You will be shown them one at a time and will finish
each one before you see the next one. Do not turn any page until you are told
to do so. As soon as you turn the page, lift your pencil, with your elbow on your
desk, and do not put your pencil down until we have read the instructions and
until I say, GO !
Now turn the page to Exercise 1.
Exercise 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total
Score
Publi.shcd by World Book Company, Yonkers on Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright X920 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved, hie: delta 2-20
To the Examiner: Do not administer this test without first reading carefully
the Manual of Directions. The Manual must be ordered extra.
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EXERCISE 1
Directions.
1. Read this question : Do cats see ? NO YES
The right answer is Yes
;
so a line is drawn under Yes.
2. Read the next question: Is coal white? NO YES
The right answer is No
;
so a line is drawn under No.
Below are a great many more questions. Read them carefully, one at a time, and draw a
line under the right answer. When you are not sure, guess.
1. Do dogs run ? YES NO
2. Can a doll sing? YES NO
3. Does the sun shine ? YES NO
4. Do men drink water? YES NO
5. Are all apples red? YES NO
6. Does a table have legs? YES NO
7. Are eggs good to eat? YES NO
8. Are two more than four? YES NO
9. Are children’s dresses always blue ? YES NO
10.
Are houses sometimes made of bricks ?--.YES NO
11. Do soldiers ever live in camps? YES NO
12. Does it rain every morning? YES NO
13. Do all travelers have companions ? YES NO
14. Is south different from north? YES NO
15. Do pupils attend school at midnight? YES NO
16. Does lightning sometimes occur at night? YES NO
17. Do guards ever take captives ? YES NO
18. Are all barbers wealthy persons? YES NO
19. Does the country need patriotic citizens.^ YES NO
20. Should school teachers be continually tardy? YES NO
21. Are all swimming animals quadrupeds ? YES NO
22. Is the development of trees ever stunted ? YES NO
23. Is electricity used only for lighting? YES NO
24. Do all foreigners make good citizens? YES NO
25. Is the government of colonies important ? YES NO
26. Are future events definitely predictable ? YES NO
27. Is hospitality likely to be appreciated? YES NO
28. Are missionaries ever persecuted by natives? YES NO
29. Is a faithless commander deserving of reward? YES NO
30. Do governors ever issue proclamations? YES NO
31. Does the ascent of a mountain conduce to fatigue? YES NO
32. Do arguments arise over political questions ? YES NO
33. Should a sentinel’s challenge be ignored ? YES NO
34. Are integrity and obedience virtues? YES NO
35. Are historians infallible ? YES NO
36. Are “patriotism” and “elocution” synonyms? YES NO
37. Does allegiance imply loyalty ? ...YES NO
38. Is surgery the vocation of diplomats? YES NO
39. Are all lunatics in penitentiaries? YES NO
40. Are judicial decisions ever enforced ? YES NO
Number right
Number wrong
Number right minus Nutnber wrong (Score)
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EXERCISE 2
Get the answers to these problems as quickly as you can. Use the side of this page to
figure on if you need to.
I How many are 5 men and 10 men? Answer ( 15 )SAMPLES
I
2 If one pencil costs 5 cents, what will 4 pencils cost ?—Answer ( 20 )
1
2
3
4
10
1
1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
How many are 30 men and 7 men ? Answer (
A boy had 10 cents and spent 4 cents. How many cents had he left ? - Answer (
If you save $j a month for 4 months, how much will you save? Answer (
If 24 men are divided into groups of 8, how many groups will there
be? Answer (
A boy had 12 marbles. He bought 3 more, and then lost 6. How
many marbles did he have left ? Answer (
Mary was carrying a dozen eggs in her apron. Two eggs fell out
and were broken. How many eggs had she. left? Answer (
An army advanced 5 miles and retreated 3 miles. How far was it
then from its first position? Answer (
How many hours will it take to drive a team 66 miles at the rate of
6 miles an hour? . Answer (
How many apples can you buy for 50 cents at the rate of 2 for 5
cents? Answer (
A regiment marched 40 miles in five days. The first day it marched
9 miles, the second day 6 miles, the third 10 miles, the fourth 8
miles. How many miles did it march the last day? -- Answer (
If you buy two writing tablets at 7 cents each and a book for 65 cents,
how much change should you get from a two-dollar bill ? Answer (
If there are 5 school days in a week, 4 weeks in a month, and 9
months in a school year, how many school days are there in a
school year? Answer (
A dealer bought some mules for |8oo. He sold them for $1000,
making I40 on each mule. How many mules were there? Answer (
A rectangular bin holds 400 cubic feet of corn. If the bin is 10 feet
long and 5 feet wide, how deep is it? Answer (
If it takes 6 men 3 days to dig a i8o-foot drain, how many men are
needed to dig it in half a day ? - Answer (
A soldier spent one eighth of his money for post cards and four times
as much for a box of letter paper, and then had 90 cents left. How
much money did he have at first ? Answer (
If tons of coal cost $21, what will 5^ tons cost? Answer (
A ship has food to last her crew of 500 men 6 months. How long
would it last 1200 men?... Answer (
If a man runs a hundred yards in 10 seconds, how many feet does he
run in a fifth of a second? Answer (
A submarine makes 8 miles an hour under water and 15 miles on the
surface. How long will it take to cross a 1 00-mile channel, if it has
to go two fifths of the way under water? Answer (
)
Score.
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EXERCISE 3
Score.

OTIS GROUP INTELLIGENCE SCALE
Devised by Arthur S. Otis
ADVANCED EXAMINATION: FORM A
Name.
(First name, initial, and last name)
Age last birthday years.
(Tell in figures)
School
City
Birthday
(Month, day)
Grade
Date 19. . . .
(Month, day, year)
(Do not write below this line.)
Remarks or Further Data
1 .
2 .
3 •
4 •
5 •
C .
7 •
8 .
9 •
10
11
12
13
14
15
Test Score
I
2
3
4
s
6
7
8
9
10
Total
Score
Norm
IQ
PR
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TEST 1 Otis Adv. Exam. A
Following Directions
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Sample problem : Write the fifth letter of the alphabet ( E )
Begin here
:
1. Do you understand that each letter is to be a capital made like printing and put
in the parenthesis after the problem ? If so, write C in the parenthesis (
2. Will you remember not to ask any questions during the examination? If so,
write Q (
3. Will you remember not to look toward the paper of any other pupil during the
examination? If so, write L (
4. Will you remember not to turn over your booklet or any page of it at any time
unless you are told to ? If so, write B
;
if not, write N (
5. Write the letter O (
6. Write the eighth letter of the alphabet (
7. Write the same letter that you were told to write in the fifth problem (
8. Write the letter which follows the third letter of the alphabet (
9. Write the letter which the letter L follows in the alphabet (
10. If K comes after R in the alphabet, write K
;
if not, write R (
II. Suppose all the even numbered letters in the alphabet (that is, the 2d, 4th, 6th,
etc.) were crossed out. The fifth letter left, not crossed out, would be what letter ?(
12. Write the letter which follows the letter which comes next after B in the alphabet.
(
13. If E and F appear together in the alphabet, write E, unless T and Z also appear
together in the alphabet, in which case write T instead (
14. Write the letter which is the third letter to the right of the letter which is midway
between K and O (
15. Suppose that the first and second letters of the alphabet were interchanged, also
the third and fourth, the fifth and sixth, etc. Write the letter which would then
be the 14th letter in the alphabet (
16. A certain letter is the second letter to the left of another letter. This other letter
is the fifth letter to the right of Q. What is the “certain letter” first mentioned?.
. (
17. A certain letter is the fourth letter to the right of another letter. This other
letter is midway between two other letters. One of these last two letters is next
after E in the alphabet and the other is just before K in the alphabet. What is
the “certain letter” first mentioned? (
18. If the letters in the word IF appear in the same order that they do in the alphabet
and if the same is true of the letters in the word AN, write the letter Z. But if
this is true of only one of these words, write the last letter of that word (
19. Find the letter which, in this sentence, appears a second time nearest the
beginning. Write it, using a capital
(
20. Find the two letters in the word AFTER which have just as many letters between
them in the alphabet as in the word. Write the one of these two letters that comes
first in the alphabet
(
) I
) 2
) 3
) 4
) 5
) 6
) 7
) 8
) 9
) 10
) II
) 12
) 13
) 14
) 15
) 16
) 17
) 18
) 19
) 20
Score
TEST 2 Otis Adv. Ezam. A
Samples
:
up (short,
hot (warm,
Opposites
down, small,
ice, dark.
low, young)
cold, fire)
Directions. Look at the first word on each line, think what word means exactly the
opposite of it, find that word among the five words in parenthesis on that line and draw
a line under it.
Begin here
:
I. east .
.
(north. west, south, pole. equator) I
2. yes .
.
(may-be. wrong, no, sure. nothing) 2
3- top . . (bottom. side, cover, inside. feet) 3
4- before . . (late. now, soon, when, ;after) 4
5- difl&cult . . (hard. quick, soft, easy. common) 5
6. friend .
.
(brother. acquaintance, enemy. wife, stranger) .... 6
7- succeed . . (win. decline, fail, accede. try) 7
8. command .... shout, order, obey. soldier) 8
9- beautiful .... .
.
(crooked, handsome, old, ugly, dirty) 9
10. brave .
.
(painful. fear, weak, stingy. cowardly) 10
II. pride .
.
(sorrow. humility, miserable. conceit, proud) II
12. expand .
.
(burst. smaller, contract, vanish, stay) 12
13- genuine . . (coarse. counterfeit, adulterated, worthless, impure) 13
14. help .
.
(person, work, push, give. hinder) 14
15- love .
.
(like. anger, hate, strange. lover) 15
16. graceful .
.
(rough. homely, miserable, awkward, stout) 16
17- extravagant. . . . (miser. humble, economical. poor, wasteful) 17
18. cause (reason, because, origin, effect, why) i8
19. abolish (alter, create, continue, destroy, change) 19
20. loyal (treacherous, enemy, thief, coward, jealous) 20
21. always (sometimes, often, occasionally, seldom, never).... 21
22. fickle (silly, constant, stationary, solid, sober) 22
23. therefore (since, why, may-be, there, cause) 23
24. however (nevertheless, moreover, whether, even, never).... 24
25. unless (and, therefore, however, also, if) 25
TEST 3 Otis Adv. Exam. A
Disarranged Sentences
men money for work. .
.
(true false)
Samples
:
uphill rivers flow all. . . (true false)
ocean waves the has . . . false)
Directions. The words on each line below make one sentence if put in order.
the sentence the words would make is true, underline the word true at the side of
the page. If the sentence they would make is false, underline the word false.
Begin here
:
1
. eat grass cows (true false) i
2. sail ocean ships the on (true false) 2
3. sun morning the the in sets (true false) 3
4. trees birds nests the in build (true false) 4
5. mountains live the in whales (true false) 5
6. comes Christmas a but year once (true false) 6
7. float iron water on will (true false) 7
8. days there in are week seven a (true false) 8
9. usually are of made tables wood (true false) 9
10. has short very a a neck giraffe (true false) 10
11. cream ice children like most (true false) ii
12. milk bees flowers gather the from (true false) 12
13. obtained sea sugar from is water (true false) 13
14. fuel wood are coal and for burned (true false) 14
15. substances light lead gold and are very (true false) 15
16. rivers lakes and many desert has a (true false) 16
17. moon earth the from feet twenty the is (true false) 17
18. hump camel has a his a back on (true false) 18
19. grow and apples ground oranges the in (true false) 19
20. music fond people many are of (true false) 20
21. and eat good gold silver to are (true false) 21
22. clouds rain sky from comes the the in (true false) 22
23. mile a a a travel snail in can minute (true false) 23
24. automobile pocket man his keeps a his in (true false) 24
25. vote persons twenty-one cannot under (true false) 25
Right Wrong Score
TEST 4 Otis Adv. Exam. A
Proverbs
Directions. Read each proverb, find the statement that explains it, and put the
number of that statement in the parenthesis before the proverb.
Proverbs {Group 1)
( ) Make hay while the sun shines.
( ) A drowning man will grasp at straws.
( ) A stitch in time saves nine.
( ) Rats desert a sinking ship.
( ) In a calm sea every man is a pilot.
( ) Destroy the lion while it is young.
( ) He who would eat the kernel must crack the nut.
( ) One swallow does not make a summer.
( ) People who Live in glass houses must not throw stones.
( ) A mouse must not think to cast a shadow like an elephant.
Statements to Explain Proverbs in Group 1
1. It pays to attend to troubles before they get worse.
2. Leadership is easy when all goes well.
3. Make the best of your opportunities.
4. Those who would reap rewards must work for them.
5. It pays to do only one thing at a time.
6. Desperate people cling to absurd hopes.
7. False friends flee from us in disaster.
8. Weed out bad habits before they are too firmly established.
9. It is best to be silent when there is nothing to say.
10. Those who have faults should not criticize others.
11. Do not attempt the impossible.
12. A single sign is not convincing.
Proverbs {Group 2)
Every rose has its thorn.
A tree is known by its fruits.
All is not gold that glitters.
Where there is much smoke there must be some fire.
No wind can do him good who steers for no port.
Plant the crab tree where you will, it will not bear sweet apples.
A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.
Too many cooks spoil the broth.
Meddle not with dirt— some of it will stick to you.
It is a long road that has no turn.
Statements to Explain Proverbs in Group 2
1. Environment will not change one’s nature.
2. There is no happiness without its pain or sorrow.
3. Appearances are often deceptive.
4. It is better to be content with little than to gamble for more.
5. One cannot have the same luck forever.
6. No object can be attained without some sacrifice.
7. Deeds show the man.
8. We cannot help those who have no object in life.
9. Suspicions usually have some basis.
10. Association with e\dl is sure to leave its effect.
11. Who undertakes too much accomplishes little.
12. Division of responsibility brings poor results.
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
Score
TEST 5 Otis Adv. Exam. A
Arithmetic
Directions. Place the answer to each problem in the parenthesis after the problem.
Do any figuring you wish on the margin of the page.
I. If a boy had lo cents and earned 5 cents, how much money did he have
then? (
2. At 4 cents each, how much will 12 pencils cost? (
3. If a man had $25 and spent $10, how much money did he have left? . . . (
4. At 6 cents each, how many pencils can be bought for 48 cents ? (
5. A boy spent 20 cents and then earned 30 cents. How much more
money did he have than at first ? (
6. How far can a train go in 5 hours at the rate of 40 miles per hour? . . . . (
7. How long will it take a glacier to move 1000 feet at the rate of 100 feet
a year ? (
8. If 2^ yards of cloth cost 20 cents, what will 10 yards cost? (
9.
If 2 pencils cost 5 cents, how many pencils can be bought for 50 cents ?(
10. If a man walks east from his home 7 blocks and then walks west 4 blocks,
how far is he from his home ?
, (
11. If a boy can run at the rate of 5 feet in ^ of a second, how far can he
run in 10 seconds ? (
12. A ship has provisions enough to last a crew of 20 men 50 days. How
long would they last a crew of 40 men ? (
13. One schoolroom has 7 rows of seats with 8 seats in each row, and
another schoolroom has 6 rows of seats with 9 seats in each row. How
many more seats does one room have than the other ? (
14. If 10 boxes full of oranges weigh 500 pounds, and each box when
empty weighs 5 pounds, what do all the oranges weigh ? (
15. Town X is 30 miles north of Town Y. Town Y is 15 miles north of
Town Z. How far is Town Z from Town X? (
16. If 3^ yards of cloth cost 70 cents, what will 2^ yards cost? (
17. If a strip of cloth 36 inches long will shrink to 33 inches when washed,
how long will a 48-inch strip be after shrinking? (
18. If Frank can ride a bicycle 300 feet while George runs 200 feet, how
far can Frank ride while George runs 300 feet? (
19. A hotel serves a mixture of 3 parts cream and 2 parts milk. How
many pints of cream will it take to make 25 pints of the mixture? (
20. If a wire 20 inches long is to be cut so that one piece is f as long as the
other piece, how long must the longer piece be ? (
) cents X
) cents 2
) dollars 3
) pencils 4
) cents 5
) miles 6
) years 7
) cents 8
) pencils 9
) blocks 10
) feet II
) days 12
) seats 13
) pounds 14
) miles 15
) cents 16
) inches 17
) feet 18
) pints 19
) inches 20
Score
TEST 6 Otis Adv. Exam . A
o
Directions. Each problem asks
a question that is answered by a
number. Write the answer to
each problem in the parenthesis
after the statement of the prob-
lem.
Sample problem
:
Look at Fig. I. What number is in the circle but not in the rectangle? ( 1 )
1. What number in Fig. I is in the rectangle but not in the circle? ( ) i
2. What number in Fig. I is in both the rectangle and the circle? ( ) 2
3. Look at Fig. II (at the right). What number is in the rectangle but not in the circle
nor in the triangle ? ( ) 3
4. What munber in Fig. II is in the rectangle and in the triangle but not in the circle? ( ) 4
(The remaining questions all refer to Fig. II.)
5. What number is in the circle and in the rectangle and in the triangle? ( ) 5
6. What is the smallest number that is in the triangle but not in the circle nor in the
rectangle ? ( ) 6
7. What is the largest number that is in the circle but not in the triangle nor in the
rectangle ? ( ) 7
8. Write the number that is in the lowest space that is in the triangle and in the circle
but not in the rectangle ( ) 8
9. Find the geometrical figure (circle, triangle, or rectangle) that has the least number
of spaces in it. Write that number of spaces ( ) 9
10. How many spaces are there each of which is in all three geometric figures? ( ) 10
1 1 . How many spaces are there each of which is in one and only one geometric figure ? .
. ( ) 1
1
12. How many spaces are there each of which is in two and only two geometric figures ?( ) 12
13. We may say that space 12 is like space 3 because they are holh in the circle and tri-
angle but not in the rectangle. Any space is like another which is in exactly the
same geometrical figures. Write the number of the space which is like space 6 ( ) 13
14. Write the number of the space which is like space i ( ) 14
15. How many other spaces are there like space 9? ( ) 15
16. There is no other space like space 5, so we may call space 5 unique (yuneek). Any
space is unique which has no other space like it. Examine spaces 8, 9, 10, ii, 12,
and 13 in order until you find another unique space. Write its number ( ) 16
17. How many unique spaces are there in Fig. II? ( ) 17
18. W^’hat is the greatest number of unique spaces which it is possible to make by over-
lapping a circle, triangle, and rectangle? (You may draw any figures you wish on
the margin of this page) ( ) 18
19. Also what is the least number of unique spaces possible ? ( ) 19
20. What is the greatest number of spaces which it is possible to make by overlapping a
circle, triangle, and rectangle ? ( ) 20
Score
TEST 7 Otis Adv. Exam. A
Analogies
Samples
:
finger ; hand — toe
: ( ? ) foot , knee, arm, shoe, nail
clothes : man — fur : ( ? ) coat, animal, hair, skin, cloth
tall : short — fat
: ( ? ) man, wide, thin, boy, heavy
Directions. The first sample means : Finger is to hand as toe is to what? Underline the
word on each line that should go in the parenthesis in place of the question mark.
Begin here
:
1 . hand : arm — foot :( ?) leg, toe, finger, wrist, elbow i
2. peeling : banana — shell: (?) skin, orange, egg, juice, ripe 2
3. wool: sheep — feathers:(?) pillow, rabbit, bird, goat, bed 3
4. coal : locomotive — ( ? ) : automobile .... motorcycle, smoke, wheels, gasoline, horn 4
5. man: woman — brother : ( ?) daughter, sister, boy, mother, son 5
6. automobile : wagon — motorcycle
: ( ? ) . . walking, horse, buggy, train, bicycle .... 6
7. hospital : the sick
—
(?): criminals doctor, asylum, judge, prison, sentence.. 7
8. hat: head — thimble:(?) finger, needle, thread, hand, sewing 8
9. captain : ship — mayor
: ( ? ) state, council, city, ship, boss 9
10. better
:
good— worse :( ?) very good, medium, bad, much worse, best 10
11. grass: cattle — bread :(? ) butter, flour, milk, man, horses ii
12. large: object — loud:(?) soft, small, heavy, weight, sound 12
13. king : kingdom — president
: ( ? ) vice president, senate, republic, queen, democrat 13
14. revolver: man —
(
? )
:
bee wings, honey, flying, wax, sting 14
15. egg: bird — (?):plant seed, shell, leaf, root, feathers 15
16. education : ignorance
—
(?): poverty ... laziness, school, wealth, charity, teacher. 16
17. circle : square — sphere:(?) circumference, cube, round, corners, ball 17
18. point: line — line:( ?) surface, pencil, dot, curve, solid 18
19. sanitation : disease
—
(?): accident doctor, hospital, bandage, cleanliness, care 19
20. ordinary : exceptional — many
: ( ?).... all, none, few, common, more 20
21. sunlight : darkness
—
(?): stillness quiet, sound, dark, loud, moonlight 21
22. peninsula : land
—
(?): ocean river, lake, cape, gulf, water 22
23. ellipse : circle — (?): square cube, curve, oval, circle, diamond 23
24. violence : anger — ( ? ) : love caressing, hate, temper, hope, happiness 24
25. evolution : revolution — crawl:(?) baby, floor, stand, run, hands and knees 25
Score
TEST 8 Otis Adv. Exam. A
Similarities Test
' hat. collar. glove hand. cane. head. shoe, house
Samples
:
rose. daisy. violet bush. red. plant. bed, pansy
desk. bed. chair book. table. floor. pencil, coat
Directions. Find the way in which the first three things on a line are alike. Then
look at the five other things on the same line and draw a line under the one that is
most like the first three.
1. red, white, green rose, paper, grass, soft, blue i
2. apple, peach, pear seed, tree, plum, juice, peel 2
3. pan, bowl, basket pail, handle, knife, fork, spoon 3
4. snake, cow, sparrow tree, doll, pig, feather, skin 4
5. ship, bicycle, carriage sail, automobile, wheel, ocean, harness 5
6. cannonball, wire, penny dollar bill, bone, string, pencil, key... 6
7. president, captain, general ship, army, king, republic, soldier.... 7
8. book, teacher, newspaper pencil, magazine, ink, card, box 8
9. ax, knife, shears hammer, razor, hoe, rake, fork g
10. ivory, snow, milk butter, rain, cold, cotton, water 10
11. day, say, gay night, said, joy, happy, lay ii
12. nut, turnip, potato shell, tree, bush, milk, apple 12
13. strong, bad, fast and, man, soon, round, come 13
14. generous, kind, honest strong, selfish, wise, loyal, rich 14
^5- joy> anger, fear habit, memory, hate, life, hearing.... 15
Continue below in the same way.
Sample
:
Score
TEST 9 Otis Adv. Exam. A
Narrative Completion
Directions. For each numbered blank in the story, choose the best word of the three
in the list having the same number as the blank. Underline the word you choose.
You may write these words in the blank spaces if you wish, but only the underlining
counts. Do nothing about the blanks that are not numbered.
The Reward of Kindness
Once upon a there was a
(1 )
that lived in a ; One
(2) (3)
as he was roaming about, he stepped on
a and it stuck in his
(4) (6)
In great pain he out of the ....
(6)
in search of some one who would out the
At last he saw a and went up to him
(7)
as if to say, “ pull this out
of my ” The saw what
was the and was so
(8)
to see the lion suffer that he forgot to be frightened.
Very he pulled the thorn out of the
(9) '
lion’s foot. The was so
(10)
that he the shepherd’s
(11)
and went away without him.
(12)
Not long after, the was blamed for
a cruel deed which he had not The
said: “He die.
(13)
^ _
(14)
Throw into the lion’s den.” So the
king’s men shepherd and
put him into the \\dth a great
It was the very the
(15)
shepherd had near the forest. And lo
!
Instead of the
,
the
(16)
lion only licked his hand.
The was amazed. He
( 17 )
his power over the Then the
the of
(19)
this, the said, “This man
(21 )
deed. Let him go.” So the
(23)
him of
(24)
_
(25)
Have you heard this story before?
Score
Underline words here
I. time place man I
2. man lion dog 2
3- street garden forest 3
4 - tack thorn rock 4
5- back hand foot 5
6. came limped ran 6
7 - shepherd hunter woodsman 7
8. glad sorry anxious 8
9- gently nicely suddenly 9
lO. angry hungry grateful 10
II. hand sheep dog II
12. eating thanking harming 12
13- hunter king people 13
14. must may will 14
15- man shout lion 15
16. fighting killing helping 16
17- lion shepherd king 17
18.' explain give keep 18
19. softened relieved satisfied 19
20. hunger anger suffering 20
21. king people men 21
22. cruel kind good 22
23- dog lion shepherd 23
24. knew accused hurt 24
25- many other cruel 25
the shepherd to
(18)
how he had
(20)
Upon
no
freed and after that no
(22)
TEST 10 Otis Adv. Exam. A
Memory
Directions. Read each question and if the right answer, according to the story, is yes,
draw a line under the word yes. If the right answer is no, draw a line under the word no.
But if you do not know the right answer, because the story didn’t say, draw a line under
the words didn’t say.
Samples
:
Begin here
:
2 .
3-
4-
5-
6 .
7-
8 .
9-
10.
11.
12 .
Did he say,
Did the story say that after a long time a young man came and
13. Did a handsome young man say to the king, “I
14.
15-
16.
17 -
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23-
24.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30 -
According to the young man’s story, did a rich man order a huge
Did the young man say that one day a little ant went in and carried
off a grain of wheat ?
Did he say that the next day another little ant went in and carried
off another grain of wheat?
Did the king plead with the young man to tell him what happened
after that ?
Did the young man say, “Why, after that the ants just kept on carry-
ing off the wheat”?
Did the king finally say, “Man, man, your story will last forever”?
Did he say, “Take my daughter and half my kingdom and don’t
Have you heard this story before? (yes no)
(yes no didn’t say)
(yes no didn’t say)
(yes no didn’t say)
(yes no didn’t say) I
(yes no didn’t say) 2
(yes no didn’t say) 3
(yes no didn’t say) 4
(yes no didn’t say) 5
(yes
1
no didn’t say) 6
1
(yes no didn’t say) 7
(yes no didn’t say) 8
(yes no didn’t say) 9
(yes no didn’t say) 10
(yes no didn’t say) II
(yes no didn’t say) 12
(yes no didn’t say) 13
(yes no didn’t say) 14
(yes no didn’t say) IS
(yes no didn’t say) 16
(yes no didn’t say) 17
(yes no didn’t say) 18
(yes no didn’t say) 19
(yes no didn’t say) 20
(yes no didn’t say) 21
(yes
1
no didn’t say) 22
1
(yes
1
no didn’t say) 23
L
(yes no didn’t say) 24
(yes no didn’t say) 25
(yes no didn’t say) 26
(yes no didn’t say) 27
(yes no didn’t say) 28
(yes no didn’t say) 29
(yes no didn’t say) 30
Score

ORLEANS ALGEBRA PROGNOSIS TEST
By Joseph B. Orleans, A.M.
Chairman of the Mathematics Department
George Washington High School, New York City
and Jacob S. Orle.ans, Ph.D.
Formerly of the Educational Measurements Bureau
New York State Department of Education
EXAMINATION: FORM A
For High Schools and Colleges
Do not open this booklet, or turn it over, until you are told to do so.
Fill in these blanks, giving your name, age, etc. Write plainly.
Name
(First name, initial, and last name)
Age last birthday years. Date 19
Grade or class Teacher
School City
Have you ever studied algebra before ? If so, how long ?
This is a test to see whether you can learn algebra easily.
It contains a test in arithmetic and then a number of
lessons in algebra, each followed by a test to see what you
have learned in the lesson. You will be given a certain
time to study each lesson, then a certain time to take the
test. Study each lesson carefully and try to find out what
it teaches, so that you can pass the test on it. Give your
complete attention to your work so that you will not
waste any time.
If you finish any lesson or test before the time for it is up,
go back over it until you are sure you have learned the
lesson correctly, or have done all the examples in the test
correctly. Do not turn to the following lesson or test
until you are told to.
Do not ask any questions after the test begins.
Do not turn the page yet.
Test Score
Arith.
1
2
3 i
1
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Total
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ARITHMETIC TEST
Algebra Prognosis : A
Directions. Do the examples on this paper in the spaces provided and write
the answer for each example on the dotted line at the right side of the page
after the number of that example.
^
Answers
(1) Multiply 254
69
(2) Divide (3) Divide 4.55 by .007
43 )8^
( 1 )
(2)
(3 )
(4) Reduce to lowest (5) Add 3f and 1|^
terms
:
32
72
(6) Subtract 5f from 6f (4)
(5)
(6)
(7) A X f X 8f = (8) Divide 9| by If (9) | ^
(10) Add 3 yd. 2 ft. 4 in.
1 yd. 5 in.
1 ft. 7 in.
(11) From 7 gal. 3 qt. 1 pt
take 3 gal. 1 qt.
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
( 11 )
(12) What whole number can both 15 and 12 be divided by a whole (12)
number of times ?
(13) What is the smallest whole number which can be divided by (13)
both 16 and 12 with whole number quotients
Number right {Score, Arith. Test)
LESSON 1
Directions. Study this lesson very carefully.
(1) 2 d means 2 times d. [Note that the times sign (X) is omitted.]
If d = 12, then 2 d equals 2 X 12 or 24.
(2) 3 w means 3 times w. [Note that the X sign is omitted.]
If w = 7, then 3 equals 3 X 7 or 21.
(3) be means b times c.
If 5 = 4 and c = 6, then be equals 4 X 6 or 24.
(4) 5 ae means 5 times a times c.
If a = 2 and c = 3, then 5 ae equals 5 X 2 X 3 or 30.
Note that letters are used in algebra to stand for numbers.
Be sure that you understand this lesson, so that you can do the test on the next
page.
TEST 1
Algebra Prognosis : A
Directions. Do the following examples and write the answer for each ex-
ample on the dotted line at the right side of the page after the number of the
example. You may look back to Lesson 1, if you need to.
Answers
(1) If 6 = 5, what does 3 h equal? (1)
(2) If a = 10, what does 5 a equal? (2)
(3) If e = 7, what does 7 e equal ? (3)
(4) If y = ^, what does 14 y equal? (4)
(5) If m = f , what does 8 m equal ? (5)
(6) If A' = 9 and n = f , what does Icn equal ? (6)
(7) If a = 5 and 6 = 4, what does ab equal ? (7)
(8) If c = 6 and d = 3, what does 5 cd equal ? (8)
(9) If .s = 8 and t = what does 9 st equal ? (9)
(10) If a = 2, 6 = 3, c = 4, what does 5 abc equal? (10)
(11) If X = f , y = f , what does 10 xy equal? (11)
(12) If r = 14, s = 2, and t = what does rst equal ? (12)
Number rigid (Score, Test 1)
LESSON 2
Directions. Study this lesson very carefully.
(1) A short way of writing 3 X 3 is 3^.
(2) A short way of writing 3 X 3 X 3 is 3^.
(3) A short way of writing o X 5 X o X 5 is 5“*.
(4) A short way of writing c X c X c is e^.
(5) A short way of writing / X / is /’.
(6) A short way of writing d X d X e h d-e.
(7) A short way of writing k X k X n X n X n is k~n^.
(8) A short way of writing 7 a a b b b is 7 a'^b^.
(Remember that in algebra aa means a X a.)
(9) A .short way of writing 5 c d d d e e is 5 cd^e^.
He sure that you understand this lesson so that you can do the test on the next
page.
TEST 2
Algebra Prognosis : A
Directioxs. Write the answers to these examples on the dotted lines. You
may look back to Lesson 2, if you need to.
Answers
(1) What is the short way of writing 7
(2) What is the short way of writing 4
(.3) What is the short way of writing 2
(4) \\Tiat is the short way of writing a
(.5) What is the short way of writing b
(6) What is the short way of writing y
(7) What is the short way of writing 5
(8) What is the short way of writing 7
(9) What is the short way of writing 3
(10) What is the short way of writing 5
(11) What is the short way of writing 2
(12) What is the short way of writing 8
X 7.^ (1)..
X 4 X 4 (2)..
X 2 X 2 X 2 ? (3)..
X a? (4)..
bbbb? (5)..
y y m m? (6)..
a a b b? (7)..
m c c c} (8)..
z z zff? (9)..
c c d d d? (10)..
k m m m? (11)..
a a a b b c? (12)..
Number right {Score, Test 2)
LESSON 3
Directions. Study this lesson very carefully.
(1) 3^ means 3 times 3, which equals 9.
(2) 4^ means 4 times 4, which equals 16.
(3) means a times a.
If a = 3, then means 3^ or 3 X 3, which equals 9.
(4) means b X b.
If 6 = 7, then b^ means 7^ or 7 X 7 or 49.
(5) 2^ means 2 X 2 X 2 or 8.
(6) 3* means 3X3X3 which equals 27.
(7) means y times r/ times y.
If 1/ = 4, then y^ means 4^ or 4 X 4 X 4, which equals 64.
Be sure that you understand this lesson, so that you can do the test on the next
page.
TEST 3
Algebra Prognosis : A
Directions. Write the answers to these examples on the dotted lines. You
may look back to Lesson 3, if you need to.
Answers
(1) What does 5^ mean ? (1)
(2) What does 6^ mean ? (2)
(3) What does c- mean ? (3)
(4) What does mean ^ (4)
(5) If c = 4, what does equal ? (5)
(6) If d = 5, what does equal ?
'
(6)
(7) If e = 2, what does e* equal ? (7)
(8) If a = f , what does equal (8)
(9) If m- = •!, what does equal ? (9)
(10) If c = 1, what does c® equal? (10)
(11) If n = 3, what does equal? (11)
(12) If r = 2, what does equal? (12)
Number right {Score, Test 3)
LESSON 4
Directions. Study this lesson very carefully.
(1) 3 means 3 times or 3 a a.
If a = 5, then 3 (or 3 a a) means 3X5X5, which equals 75.
(2) If c = 4, then 5 (or 5 X c X c) means 5 X 4 X 4 or 80.
(3) If y = 3, then 2 y® (or ^ y y y) means 2 X 3 X 3 X 3, which equals 54.
(4) 2 means 2 a a b b.
If a = 3 and 6 = 2, then 2 a^b^ equals 2X3X 3X2X2, which equals
72.
(5) 3 means S m m m p p.
If m = 4 and p = I, then 3 equals 3X4X4X4X1X1, which
equals 192.
Be sure that you understand this lesson, so that you can do the test on the next
page.
TEST 4
Algebra Prognosis
: A
Directions. Do the following examples and write the answers on the dotted
lines. You may look back to Lesson 4, if you need to.
Answers
(1) If c = 4, what does 3 equal ? (1)
(2) If d = 5, what does 2 equal ? (2)
(3) If e = 3, what does 4 equal ? (3)
(4) If a = 4 and 6 = 3, what does 5 arh equal ^ (4) . .
(o) If TO = 7 and n = 3, what does 2 equal ? (5)
(6) If A: = 1, what does 3 equal? (6)
(7) If p = f , what does 8 equal ? (7)
(8) If A =
-f, what does 6 equal ? (8)
(9) If h = 2, what does 2 equal ? (9)
(10) If r = 1 and s = 1, what does 7 rV equal? (10)
Number right (Score, Test 4)
LESSON 5
Directions. Study this lesson very carefully.
(1) If TO. = 3, then 2 to (or 2 X to) equals 2 X 3 or 6.
If d = 4, then 5 d (or 5 X d) equals 5 X 4 or 20.
Therefore 2 to + 5 d equals 6 + 20 or 26.
(2) If 6 = 6, then 2 b (or 2X6) equals 2 X 6 or 12.
If 6 = 3, then 2 /d (or 2 h h) equals 2 X 3 X 3 or 18.
Therefore 2 6 + 2 /d equals 12 + 18 or 30.
(3) If ?/ = 5, a = 3, and 6 = 2, what does 2 — 5 ab equal ?
2 y"^ — 5 ab means 2 y y — 5 ab
or (2 X 5 X 5)- (o X 3 X 2)
or 50 — 30, which equals 20.
Therefore 2 y"^ — 5 ab equals 20.
Be sure that you understand this lesson so that you can do the test on the next
page.
Algebra Prognosis : A
TEST 5
Directions. Do the following examples and write the answers on the dotted
lines. You may look back to Lesson 5, if you need to.
Answers
(1) If w = 3 and d = 2, what does 2 to + d equal ? (1)
(2) If c = 5 and r = 6, what does — 3 r equal ? (2)
(3) If p = 4 and s = 7, what does 3 2 s equal ? (3)
(4) If A' = 2 and t = 3, what does 3 P — t- equal ? (4)
(5) If a = 5 and 6 = 3 and c = 4, what does 2 a6 + 3 bc~ equal ? (5)
(6) If a = 5 and 6 = 2 and c = 1, what does a + 6 + 3 c equal ? (6)
(7) If a = 5 and / = what does a — 4 / equal (7)
(8) If a = 5 and 6 = 2, what does 5 + 7 a6 equal ? (8)
(9) If r = 4 and t = 2, what does ^ ^ f equal ? (9)
(10)
If d = 5 and h = 1, wdiat does — 10 Jd’ equal ? (10)
Number right {Score, Test 5)
LESSON 6
Directions. Study this lesson very carefully.
(1) These terms are (2) These terms also (3) These also are (4) These are called
called like are called like like terms. UNlike terms,
terms. terms.
3 o6 2 adb 5 ac 2 cd
7 ab 5 adb 2 ca 2 cd"^
10 o6 dadb 2
(5) 5 a^cd^, 10 oYd- are like terms.
(6) a^6, ab^ are called unlike terms.
(7) 3 ab, 2 a'^b, 4 aid are called urdike terms.
Can you tell when terms are like terms?
Can you tell when terms are unlike terms?
Be sure that you understand this lesson .so that you can do the test on the next
page.
Algebra Prognosis : A
TEST 6
Directions. Look at each line and decide whether the terms in it are lilte or
unlike. If they are like terms, then draw a ring around the letter L (for like)
at the end of the line. If they are unlike terms, draw a ring around the letter
U (for unlike). You may look back to Lesson 6, if you need to.
Ariswers
(1) 6 a, 7 a, 2 a, 12 a (1) L U
(2) 7 hy, 12 hy, 19 hy (2) L u
(3) 8 a^6c^, 9 afe“C^, 11 a^V^c (3) L u
(4) 11 ab, 21 a%^, 10 ab^ (4) L u
(5) 8 abc^, 7 abc^, 9 abc^ (5) L u
(6) c'^de, cd^e, cde^ (6) L u
(7) 3 p~q, 5 pq^, 2 p'^q^ (7) L u
(8) ab'^, 2 ab~, 4 ab^ (8) L u
(9) 5 m, 6 mn, 7 n (9) L u
(10) 2 dy'^z^, 4 dy^z^, 3 a^yV (10) L u
(11) abc, 3 ab^c, 5 abc'^ (11) L u
(12) r, rst, st, rt (12) L u
(13) klm, 2 klm, 3 klm, 7 klm (13) L u
(14) axb, 2 bxa, 3 xab (14) L u
(15) The following ten expressions contain five pairs of like terms. Write the
numbers of one pair on the first line, the numbers of another on the second
line, and so forth.
(1)
5 a (2) 6 a?h (3) (4) a (5) 4 6’c
(6) 2a&2 (7) Sah (8) 2 (9) a^h (10) 6 a6
Number right —R
Number wrong (in 1 to H only) =W R — W = (Score, Test 6)
LESSON 7
Directions. Study this lesson very carefully.
(1) If a man earns 8 dollars a day, in a week he will earn 7 X 8, or 56 dollars.
(2) If a man spends c dollars a day, in a week he will spend 7 times c, or 7 c dollars.
(3) If y is the number of years a man has lived, how many months has he lived ?
Since there are 12 months in a year, in y years there will be 12 times y
months. 'Therefore, the man has lived 12 y months.
(4) If 10 dollars is the cost of 5 books, one book will cost 2 dollars. Likewise, if
k
k dollars is the cost of h hats, one hat will cost k dollars divided by h, or
Be sure that you understand this lesson so that you can do the test on the next
page.
( 1 )
(2 )
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6 )
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
Algebra Prognosis : A
TEST 7
Directions. Write the answers to the following examples on the dotted lines.
You may look back to Lesson 7, if you need to.
Answers
If a street is n yards long, how many feet are there in its
length.^ (1)
If a boy has h dozen marbles, how many marbles has he (2)
How many inches are there in c feet ? (3)
How many cents are there in d dollars ? (4)
If one book costs 8 dollars, how much do k books of the same
kind cost ? (5)
A boy is y years old. His brother is three times as old.
How old is the brother ^ (6)
One dozen oranges costs c cents. How much does one orange
cost (7)
If a train goes at the rate of 25 miles an hour, how far will it
go in h hours ? (8)
If a train goes m miles in h hours, how many miles will it go
in one hour ? (9)
If 10 books cost k dollars, how much will 2 books cost ^ (10)
Number right {Score, Test 7)
LESSON 8
Directions. Study this lesson very carefully.
You know from arithmetic that
+ means “the sum of”
— means “the difference between”
X means “the product of”
means “the quotient of”
You were told in the first lesson that letters are used in algebra to represent
numbers.
So, for example,
(1) ab (which means a times b) represents the product of two numbers.
(2) 5 + c represents the sum of 5 and a number.
(3) 7 m — 3 b represents the difference between 7 times a number and 3 times
a different number.
T
(4) - represents the quotient of two numbers.
(5) The quotient of 2 times one number and a different number is represented
Be sure that you understand this lesson so that you can do the test on the next
page.
( 1 )
(2 )
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8 )
(9)
(10)
Algebra Prognosis : A
TEST 8
Directions. Write the answers to the following examples on the dotted lines.
You may look back to Lesson 8, if you need to.
Choosing from the letters a, b, and c, represent the following
;
Answers
The sum of two numbers. (1)
The quotient of two numbers. (2)
The product of three numbers. (3)
The difference between two numbers. (4)
The sum of 5 times a number and three times a different
number. (5)
The sum of two numbers, divided by a third number. (6)
The sum of the product of two numbers and a third number. (7)
One number subtracted from the sum of two other numbers. (8)
The quotient of 2 times one number and 3 times another
number. (9)
The quotient of 3 times a number and the sum of two other
numbers. (10)
Number right {Score, Test 8}
LESSON 9
Directions. Study this lesson very carefully.
A number preceded by a + sign represents a gain.
A number preceded by a — sign represents a loss.
Thus + 6 means a gain of 6 and — 6 means a loss of 6,
— 8 means a loss of 8 and + 8 means a gain of 8.
Therefore,
(1) + 6 followed by + 8 means a gain of 6 followed by a gain of 8, or a total gain
of 14. This is written + 6 + 8 = + 14.
(2) — 6 followed by — 8 means a loss of 6 followed by a loss of 8, or a total loss
of 14. This is written — 6 — 8 = — 14.
(3) + 15 followed by — 9 means a gain of 15 followed by a loss of 9, which results
in a net gain of 6. This is written + 15 — 9 = + 6.
(4) — 12 followed by + 3 means a loss of 12 followed by a gain of 3, which results
in a net loss of 9. This is written — 12 + 3 = — 9.
(5) —12 + 9 — 6 means a loss of 12 followed by a gain of 9 (that is, a net loss
of 3) followed by a loss of 6. The result is a loss of 9, or — 9. This is
written — 12 + 9 — 6= — 9.
See if you can understand these :
(6) + 7 - 5 = + 2
(7) + 3 + 2- 4= +l
(8) - 2 + 5- 6= -3
(9) + 2- 7 + l= -4
Be sure that you understand this lesson so that you can do the test on the next
page.
TEST 9
Algebra Prognosis : A
Directions. Write the answers to the following examples on the dotted
lines. You may look back to Lesson 9, if you need to.
Answers Answers
(1) + 5 + 3 (1) (9) + G + 5 + 2 (9)
(2) + 7 + 8 (2) (10) - 4 3 - 1 (10)
(3) — 4 - 9 (3) (11) - 7 + 3 + 2 (11)
(4) - 10 -- 2 (4) (12) + 5 - G + 1 (12)
(5) + 11 -- 4 (5) (13) + 8 - 3 + 9 (13)
(6) + 3 - 8 (6) (14) + 4 + 5 - 3 -- 8 — G (14)
(7) — 9 + 4 (7) (15) — 2 — 7 + 3 -- 5 + 4 (15)
(8) - 2 + 7 (8) (16) — G + 5 - 3 -- 1 + 5 (16)
Number right {Score, Test 9)
LESSON 10
Directions. Study this lesson very carefully.
Suppose that the letter n stands for a certain number. Then,
(1) 2 n means twice that number or a number twice as large.
(2) 3 n means a number three times as large as n.
(3) R + 3 n means the sum of the number and another number three times as
large.
(4) a number four times as large as n would be represented by 4 /i.
Study the following problem and the way it is solved in algebra. Then you wall be
asked to do several more problems like it in the same way.
Problem. Find two numbers such that one number is five times as large as the other
and their sum is 2I^0.
Solution.
Call the smaller number n.
Then the larger number, being five times as large, would be 5 n.
The sum of these numbers is therefore 6 n (because one n and 5 n added together
equal G n).
But the sum of the numbers equals 240.
That is, 6 n equals 240.
If G R equals 240, then one n equals 40.
Therefore the smaller number is 40 and the larger is 200.
In algebra the work for the above is arranged as follows
;
Let R = the smaller number
Then 5 n = the larger number
and G n = the sum of the two numbers
lUit 240 = the sum of the two numbers
Therefore G r = 240
and R = 40
and 5 n = 200
.iruwer. The numbers are 40 and 200.
Be sure that you understand this lesson .so that you can do the problems in
the test on the next page.
[ 11 ]
TEST 10
Algebra Prognosis : A
Directions. Solve the following problems. You may look back to Lesson 10,
if you need to. The form is partly given for the first problem. \ou are to
fill in the missing numbers, letters, and words. Then do the other three prob-
lems in a similar way.
(1) One number is four times as large
as another, and the sum of the
two numbers is 100. Find the
numbers.
Let = the smaller number
Then = the larger number
and = the of the
two numbers
But =
Therefore =
and -
and =
Answer. The two numbers are
.... and ....
(2) Two boys ran a launch for a week
and earned $60. The boy who
owned the launch received twice
as much as the other boy. How
much did each receive ?
(3) A ball team won 6 times as many
games as it lost. It played 49
games all together. How many
games did it win and how many
did it lose ?
(4) A man left $42,000 to his wife,
daughter, and son. If the daugh-
ter receives twice as much as the
son and the wife four times as
much as the son, how much does
each receive.^
I 12 J
.
{Score, Test 10)
LESSON 11
Algebra Prognosis : A
Directions. Study this lesson very carefully.
(1) 3 dollars added to 2 dollars = 5 dollars
or $3 + $2 = $5
It is customary to write the $ before the number ; but the expression might
just as well be written
3
$ + 2 $ = 5 $
Or the letter d may be used to stand for dollar and then
3d + 2d = 5d
(2) 8 minutes added to 5 minutes = 13 minutes
or8m + 5m = 13 to
(3) 3 weeks taken from 12 weeks = 9 weeks
orl2TO — 3w; = 9«;
(4) likewise
4a + 2a = 6a
5 — 3 = 2
7 ab 3 ab = 10 ab
- 2 + 7 + 6 = 11
4
ab^ + 3 ab^ — 2 ab'^ = 5 ab'^
(5) But 5fl-|"4fe — 3 a 5 b = 2 a -|-96
since 5a — 3a = 2a
and 46 + 56 = 96
This is the same as saying
5
pencils + 4 pens — 3 pencils + 5 pens = 2 pencils + 9 pens
The answer 2 pencils + 9 pens cannot be written in simpler form, nor can the
answer 2 a + 9 6 above.
Note. Only like terms can be added in any example.
(6) 3 a + 4 a = 7 a
But 3 a + 4 6 cannot be written in a simpler form.
(7) 4 — 7 + 3 cd + 2 cd can be written as — 3 c- + 5 cd.
Be sure that you understand this lesson so that you can do the test on the next
page.
Algebra Prognosis : A
TEST 11
Directions. Add the parts of each example as you learned in the lesson on
the preceding page and write the answers on the dotted lines. If there is any
example in which you cannot add any of the parts, write a check (\/) on the
dotted line after it.
Answers
(1) 4z + 8z — 10 2 (1)
(2) — 9.r + 4.r + 2a: (2)
(3 ) 7 — 2 — 3 (3 )
(4) 2 mn — 3 mn (4)
(5 ) 6 d + 5 dm (5)
(6) 4 — 3 + 2 (6)
(7) — 4 xyz + 6 xyz — 13 xyz (7)
(8) 2a + 3a + 55-25 (8)
(9) — 8 ahi^c +14 aV^c — 9 ah^c (9)
(10) 5++6Z>-3+ + 2£) (10)
(11) 17 .+ — 3 .+ + 8 — 12 x^ (11)
(12) -10 + + 55-35 + 4 + (12)
(13) 7 a-d — 8 ad~ + 5 od (13)
(14) 3 m- 4n — 5m — 6n (14)
(15) 2a^ + 9a — 3a + 3a^ (15)
(16) 2 m^ + 2 mn + + 2 — 3 — 3 mn + 4 n^ (16)
(17) ^ ah — h S ah — 2, ab (17)
(18) 2 + + a + 5a — 6c — 3a^ — 7a (18)
Number right X 2 {Score, Test 11)
TEST 12
Algebra Prognosis : A
Directions. This is not a lesson. This test contains examples like those in
the preceding lessons and exercises. You may turn back to the lesson to
which each example refers, if you need to. Write your answers on the dotted
lines.
Answers
(1) If c = 5 and n = 2, what does cn equal ? (1)
(2) If a = 3 and 6 = 4, what does 5 o6^ equal ? (2)
(3) If gr = 16 and t = what does »S equal in the formula
S=igf? (3)
(4) Using the letters r and s, represent the sum of a number and
twice another number. (4)
(5) If a train travels p miles in one hour, how many miles will it
travel in 4 hours ? (5)
(6) What is the short way for writing the expression 8 ccnsss ? (6)
(7) If a = 2 and g = 5, what does — 2 a^g equal ? (7)
(8) Using the letters m and v, represent a number divided by
3 times another number. (8)
(9) Copy the like terms among the following : (9)
2 ax, ax^, 3 a^x, 5 ax^, a^x^, 7 ax^
(10) + 5 + 3- 2 + 2- 7= ? (10)
(11) If k books co.st d dollars, what does one book cost.^ (11)
(12) In the formula F = f c + 32, what is the value of F if *
c = 25? (12)
(13) What does mean? (13)
(14) What is the total weight of n chickens weighing r pounds
each ? (14)
(15) 3 km^ — 2 A- — 3 km^ + 3 A: — 7 dm = ? (15)
(16) The sum of two numbers is 48. The second number is
three times as large as the first. What are the numbers ?
(Solve this problem in the algebraic form.) (16)
Number right
[ 15 ]
,
{Score, Test 12)
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PART I. MECHANICS
Columbia Alg. i B
Directions. Find the answer to each of the following examples. Use pages
3 and 5 to do your figuring. Always write the answer to an example on the line
at the side of the page that has the same number as the example.
Answers
1. 3 6 + 4 6 - 1.
2. If c = 2 and w = 3, then 3 c + 2 w = 2.
3. li n — 2, then = 3.
4. G — 2 = 4.
6. If o = 3 and k = 2, then 5 — 3 = 6.
6. (— o c^)(3 cv^)= 6.
7. The factors of 36 — are 7.
8. If F = bwh, and b = 2,w = A, and h = Q, then
F = 8
9. li P = 2 b 2 h, and P = 200 and b = 40,
then h = 9.
10. (— 8 c-x^) A- (—
2
c^x^) = 10.
11. If A = p prt, and p = 400, r — .05, and
i = 3, then A = 11 .
i
12. Solve : 6 :r — 24 = 4 X — 10. 12.
13. 2 2+3(2—2)= 13.
14. 3a— (o — 5)= 14.
16. Solve : A{n — 3) = 3(n + 2) — 15. 16.
16. 3 52 + 2 5c - 4 52 - 2 c + 52 4- 6 c = I 6 .
17. Divide 2 + 3 w2 — 10 w — 3 by w + 3. 17.
18. 5 a(2 a — 1)= 18.
19. (ijc + 7)(2 X — 3)= 19.
20. From 6 c* — 5 c + 6 take 2 c2 — 5 c + 3. 20.
21. The factors of 4 o;2 — 8 are 21.
22. The factors of 4 ^2 — 20 w + 25 are 22. :
23. The factors of n2 +« — 6 are 23.
24. Multiply 4 a2 — 2 or + 3 r2 by 3 a — r. ’ 24.
26. 2(2 r — 3 ^)(3 r + 5)= 26.
26. D = RT is the formula for finding the distance
(D) traveled at the rate (R) for a time (T).
If T is decreased while R remains the same,
what happens to Z>? 26.
Go right on to the next page.
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Columbia Alg. i B
Answers
27. i? =
^
is the formula for finding the rate, of in-
terest (R) when a sum of money (P) is invested
for one year and the amount of the interest (/)
is known. If / is increased and P is decreased,
what happens to 7
r. , fSx— 2y = 4
28. Solve; ^
[2 X 2 y = 10
29. 5(2 5
-f 4)2 =
30. Solve : (2 a — 5) (a + 6) — (a — 2) (2 a + 3) = 0. 30. ___
27.
28.
29.
31. If r = 1, 5 = 5, and t = 2, then
35
It
31.
32.
2 X _x
T 4
33.
n — h .2 n \
~6 3
32.
33.
34. Reduce
Q i"c2 ^ f
—
;
— to lowest terms.
5 5 "* — 10 5
34.
36. The accompanying bar graph represents the
average mark of each of several classes. By
how many points is the class A average higher
than the class C average? 36.
Class
36. The table shows the temperature at each
hour of a certain day from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Make a line graph representing this.
Hour 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3
Temp. 9° 10° 20° 24° 27° 29° 31° 31°
STOP. Go back and make sure your work is correct.

PART II. PROBLEMS
Columbia Alg. i B
Directions. On the line after each question, write the answer to that question.
You may use any blank space on this page to do your figuring, or you may use
page 8.
A nswers
1. n dozen oranges equal how many oranges? 1.
2. If the length of a rectangle is 5 and its width t,
then its area is 2.
3. A boy rides a bicycle at the rate of m miles an
hour. How many miles does he travel in h
hours? 3.
4. The product of two numbers is 60. One of them
is n. What is the other? 4.
6.
n nickels and c cents equal how many cents? 5.
6. If 10 books cost d dollars, how much will 2
books cost ? 6.
7. If the rent of an apartment is x dollars a month,
what is the rent for a year? 7.
8. The difference of two numbers is 12. The
larger number is h. What is the smaller num-
ber? 8.
9. If a boy works c weeks, how much should he
receive each week so that he will have earned
$100 in all? 9.
10. Express the equation : c is 10 less than twice b. 10.
11. Express the equation : A number minus half
itself equals 9. 11.
12. Let m represent a number and write the differ-
ence between two thirds of the number and a
fifth of it. 12.
Columbia Alg. i B
For Problems 13-18 you will notice two lines at the side of the page. On line (a)
write the equation or equations for the problem, and on line {b) write the answer.
Answers
13 . John is 4 years older than Mary. Eight
years ago he was twice as old as Mary.
How old are they now? (Let x = John’s
age.) 13
.
(a)
ib)
14 . A rectangular garden is 10 feet longer than
it is wide. Its perimeter is 100 feet.
What are its dimensions? (Let x =
width.) 14
.
{a)
ib)
16
.
Ted, Bill, and Jim decided to become part-
ners. They pooled their marbles, Ted and
Bill each putting in twice as many as Jim.
At the end of a week they won 60 marbles
and broke up the partnership. How many
of the marbles won did each get ? 16 . (a)
(jb)
16 . A ball team played 80 games. It lost 12
more games than it won. How many
games did it lose? (Let x = games lost.) 16 . (a)
{b)
17 . Four times a number subtracted from 70
equals 10 less than the number. What is
the number? 17 . {a)
ib)
^
18 . A grocer wants to sell a mixture of tea at
48^ a pound. How many pounds of tea at
600 a pound must he mix with 10 pounds
of tea at 420 a pound ? 18 . (a)
ib)
Go back and make sure your work is correct.
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Answers for Part I
Y
Chart A
(For Exercise 19
Part I)
f)-
-
Y
X
Table 1
(For Exercise 20,
Part I)
Values
OF X
\’alues
OF y
0
1
-1
2
-2
3
-3
4
-4
Y
Chart B
(For Exercise 20,
Part I)
Y
Values of
Unknown
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
X =
y =
14
15
16
17
18
19 (See Chart A)
20
(See Table 1)
(See Chart B)
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PART I. MECHANICS
Columbia Algebra : 2 A
Directions. Solve for x in each of the following equations. Write the
answers in the column at the right on page 2. You may use any of the blank
spaces on pages 3 to 11 for figuring. Write your initials here
1
. + 15 = 23.
2.
9 X = 27.
3
.
3 X - 4 = 14.
4
.
7x— 3 = 4x+6.
Go right on to the next page.
Columbia Algebra : 2 A
7.
2x+ 6
= 5.
8. 5 (x - 6) + 3 = 18.
9. ax h = c.
10. {2x+ 1)(3 - 6) = 6 _ 51^
11. x^- 9x + IS ^ 0.
Columbia Algebra : 2 A
12 . 5 = TT/-^ + 2 irrx.
13. Solve for x and y :
5 X + 2 = 2G.
3 X + 2 3; = 10.
14. 4 x2 - 16 X - 9 = 0.
16. F = |x + 32.
Go right on to the next page.
1 5 1
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18. (4 a: + 5 ti)(4 x o a) — il - 0.
17. x'^ - 4x + 1 = 0.
18. Vx - 2 = 6.
19. Plot in Chart A the graph of the
equation x + 2 3; = 4.
20. Plot in Chart B the graph of the
equation >' = + 2. To do this
enter in Table 1 (page 2) the values
of y corresponding to the values of
X given in that table. In plotting,
use large dots.
Be sure your answers are right; then you may go on to Part II.
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PART n. PROBLEMS
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Direction^- Solve the following problems by algebra. Let x represent the
unknown (except where otherwise directed)
;
write the equation and solve. You
may draw or figure in any of the blank spaces on pages 3 to 10 and page 12.
Write the equations and values of x in the spaces provided on page 11.
You need not enter the $, ft., etc., signs and abbreviations. The numbers are
sufficient.
1. If $25 is divided between two boys, George and Herbert, so that Herbert re-
ceives $6 more than George, how much will George receive?
2. How long must I make a garden that is 8 ft. wide so that it will have as large
an area as my neighbor’s, which is 6 ft. wide and 16 ft. long?
3. A man paid $55 for railroad tickets : two full-fare tickets for himself aind his
wife and a half-fare ticket for a neighbor’s boy. What did his neighbor owe
him for the boy’s ticket? (Let x = cost of boy’s ticket.)
4. I wish to make a box 15 in. long, 11 in. wide, and just deep enough to hold
1155 cu. in. (5 gal.). How deep must I make it?
6.
The profits of a store for a month are to be divided between the owners so that
Brown will have twice as much as Jones. There is $900 to divide. How
much will Jones get?
6. A man was heard to say : “ Our town has grown one fourth in population dur-
ing the last year. We now have a population of 5000.” What was the
population a year ago ?
7. How long must a rectangular garden be made, if it is 8 ft. wide, so as to be
equivalent in area to one that is 16 ft. square?
8 . The wheels of my bicycle turn 2^ times as fast as the pedals. How many
times a minute must the pedals revolve so that the wheels will revolve 100
times a minute ?
9. I wish to devote 160 square rods to 10 square garden plots, all the same size.
What will be the length of the side of each plot ?
Go right on (o the next page.
f 7 1
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10 . If a piece of cloth 44 inches long will shrink to 42 inches When washed, how
many inches long will a 33-inch piece of the same cloth be after shrinking?
11 . During a day, a soda-fountain clerk sold 175 drinks, some at 10^ each and the
remainder at 15^ each, and received $21.50. How many 10-cent drinks did
he sell ? (Let x = number of 10-cent drinks.)
12 . What sum must I invest at 5% a year so that principal plus simple interest
for 2 years will amount to $2200 ?
13 . A gardener wished to space three garden plots, each 10 feet wide, between two
stone walls 50 feet apart, so as to have equal spaces on both sides of each plot.
How many feet wide might the spaces be ?
14 . A tinsmith wishes to make a tin box, 2 inches high, twice as long as it is wide,
so as to hold just 100 cubic inches. How many inches wide should he make
the box ?
16 . A boy had a stick of molding 10 feet long and wished to use the whole of it in
making a picture frame that should be two thirds as wide as it was long.
How many feet long could he make it ?
16 . It is desired to make a trunk 20 inches wide and long enough so that a
straight umbrella 36 inches long can just lie diagonally in the bottom. How
many inches long must the trunk be made? (Determine to the nearest
inch.)
17 . A Fahrenheit thermometer reading is 32 degrees more than nine fifths
the corresponding Centigrade thermometer reading. How many degrees
Centigrade reading correspond to 50 degrees Fahrenheit?
18 . A cylindrical tank is 7 feet high and holds 1782 cubic feet of water. What is
its radius in feet ? (Vol. of cyl. = irr^h.) (Use ^ for tt.) (In stating the
equation to be solved, use r for the unknown instead of x.)
19 . A vessel contains 10 gallons of an 8% solution of salt. How many gallons
of water must be boiled off to make it a 12% solution ?
20. How many gallons of water were added to 30 gallons of milk which tested
5% butter fat if it now tests only 4% butter fat ?
21. How many bushels of oats at 50f^ a bushel would you have to add to 100
bushels of corn at 75^ a bushel to have a mixture worth 60^i a bushel?
Co right on to the next page.
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22 . It is desired to make a cylindrical tank 4 feet high that will hold the same as
a Acm’spherical tank of the same diameter. What must the radius of these
tanks be in feet? (Vol. of sphere = (Determine to the nearest
tenth of a foot.) (Use r for the unknown.)
23 In the case of the lever shown here,
the equation W\Di = IU2A + IU3D3
holds for any weights and distances
as long as the lever remains balanced.
If Wi — 10 lb. and A = 10 ft., A is !<
just twice A, and W2 and IF3 are each
5 lb., what is A ?
W2
n
^ Tk—
-D2—
-01
h
W3
n
24 . The distance (5) a body falls in t seconds is expressed by the formula
s — vt, in which v is the initial velocity downward. How many
seconds will it take a body to fall 640 ft. if thrown downward with a velocity
of 48 ft. a second? (Use t for the unknown.)
25 . How many dollars put at simple interest (i.e., not compound) for 2 years at
5^% per annum will amount to $100 (that is, principal plus interest will equal
$100)
?
<
Be sure all your answers are correct in both parts and properly entered in the tables.
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Answers for Part II
Equations
Values of
Unknown
Score {number right)



